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Keynotes and Plenaries
Carolinian Canada 20th Anniversary Conference
Port Franks, Ontario, October 1-2, 2004

Carolinian Canada: Past, Present & Future
Panel Discussion
Anne Redish
Community Leader

Congratulations! I am absolutely delighted and amazed by all that has been achieved in the past
20 years and especially in the past 7. This conference and all of you here are the evidence of
what has been done and of how the recognition of the importance of the Carolinian Canada area
is spreading.
You have heard from Paul Smith, Paul Eagles and Stu Hilts how the original Carolinian Canada
Program was set up in 1984; a Steering Committee was established of 3 government and 3 NGO
members (later expanded to 12 members) and a budget of $3.600,000. This was put in place for 3
years but by means of some creative financial efforts involving partnerships with conservation
minded organizations, it actually lasted for almost 10. Original members were the Nature
Conservancy of Canada, Wildlife Habitat Canada, the World Wildlife Fund, the Ministries of
Natural Resources, and of Citizenship and Culture and the Ontario Heritage Foundation.
In 1993 I was appointed to the Ontario Heritage Foundation and because I was already on the
Niagara Escarpment Commission and therefore known to be more interested in environmental
concerns than e.g. archaeology, I was appointed as the OHF member on the Carolinian Canada
Program Steering Committee. I found a group that had already achieved a great deal. There was,
however, a considerable worry as to how to proceed since the original funding was practically
exhausted.
Fortunately the Committee was able to procure a further grant from the Richard Ivey Foundation
of $100,000 per annum for 3 years if we could obtain matching funds. This gave us a breathing
space in which to recognize that life in the mid 1990s was very different from life in the 80s,
both financially, and in our understanding of the whole conservation picture. While, therefore,
existing work of the Program was continued, we were able to give considerable thought to the
future. For this purpose the Committee retained Ron Reid and Ric Symmes to prepare a
Conservation Strategy for Carolinian Canada. With their help issues and options were identified
which led to the establishment of a Vision for Conservation and five major Goals. One of the
major problems confronting the Steering Committee was to find a way of implementing their
exciting new proposals.
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It had become fairly obvious that the time had come for a change in the structure of the Program;
more and more it was clear that we could no longer rely on government sources as the major
providers of funds, but that the private sector was now our primary source. We therefore
proposed that a new NGO be established, to be called the Carolinian Canada Coalition, with an
open membership. The original proposal was that there should be about 60 members, mostly
from various local and provincial conservation organizations, but membership was to be open to
anyone who supported the goals of the coalition. Obviously, the concept of individual
membership has been very successful. And so in November 1997 at a Carolinian Canada Forum
the Coalition was formed, I retired as Chair and Ric Symmes will tell you the rest.
You are going to hear a lot today about different activities taking place in the Carolinian zone. I
want to take this opportunity to tell you a little about 2 areas that I have been involved in since
1997 and which may not be the first places you think of as "Carolinian". The first is the Niagara
Escarpment. This landform, which stretches from Queenston Heights above the Niagara River to
the tip of the Bruce Peninsula, is a good example of "Big Picture" thinking, and is protected by
the Niagara Escarpment Planning and Development Act; it is also a World Biosphere Reserve.
The intersection between the escarpment and Carolinian Canada occurs in the Niagara, Hamilton
and Halton areas; in the Hamilton area alone there are 14 protected Niagara Escarpment Parks
and Open Spaces including one of the original "Islands of Green", the Dundas Valley
Conservation Area. This site is more than 1000 ha. in size and is home to 406 vascular
plants,:57 different butterflies: 24 different species of reptiles and amphibians, including the rare
Jefferson salamander and 92 breeding birds, including threatened, vulnerable and endangered
species. Furthermore, over the last two years it has been the site of the restoration of a rare oak
savannah. Altogether this is a site of remarkable biodiversity, the more remarkable in that it is
within 10 kilometers of a major downtown core.
Another area I would like you to think about is the Great Lakes, particularly of course the shores
of Lakes Ontario, Erie and Huron. The one I know most about is Lake Ontario and particularly
Hamilton Harbour. About the same time that people were becoming aware of the dangers facing
the Carolinian zone the International Joint Commission took action to clean up the pollution of
the Great Lakes. Hamilton Harbour, along with others was designated an Area of Concern,
(AOC) and mandated to establish a Remedial Action Plan (RAP) with recommendations for the
restoration of the beneficial uses of the water.. One of the major goals of our RAP is the
restoration of fish and wildlife habitat and considerable strides have been made here. An
ambitious Fish and Wildlife Habitat Restoration Project was established under the RAP in 1992
to restore and enhance both fish and wildlife habitat at 9 sites; these sites lie within the shores of
the Harbour itself, the western extension of the harbour known as Cootes Paradise, the
Grindstone Creek which feeds into the harbour and the adjacent Red Hill marsh. By 2001, 337 ha
of habitat had been restored over 6 sites, resulting in 170 ha of aquatic plants returning to the
litoral zone of the Harbour, an increase from 10 native plant species in Cootes Paradise to 18
species and the return of previously extirpated amphibians such as bullfrogs and spotted
salamanders in the reviving Cootes Paradise Marsh. At the same time secure habitat for 983
nesting pairs of Caspian and common terns, was created in the harbour. None of this work
would be possible without funding and many partners have been, and still are involved, including
the local municipalities and members of the public. Special mention must be made of the Royal
Botanical Gardens for its lead support of the Cootes Paradise Project and of the federal
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government through both the Department of Fisheries and Oceans and the Great Lakes Cleanup
(now Sustainability) Fund. The latter in particular has been of great importance to all the AOCs
by providing funds for a wide range of activities including not only direct fish and wildlife
habitat restoration projects but also watershed stewardship projects and the monitoring of
implementation results.
The "Big Picture " project is a wonderful inspiration for the protection of the biodiversity of the
Carolinian region. As I see it there are now 4 levels of protection in existence:
The Individual
- either through a Conservation easement or a Stewardship handshake;
The Area
- through a Land Trust , which can be used for a larger parcel;
The Municipal
- through OPs, and subsidiary plans. At this level also would be municipal
and conservation land acquisition ;
The Legislative
- such as the Niagara Escarpment and the Oak Ridges Moraine Acts.
In the long term I would hope to see a legislative recognition of the Carolinian natural heritage
system; meanwhile I would like to see work in two areas; I'm not sure I would call either of them
"Big Wild Ideas" but that's for you to judge. The first of these is overall monitoring : Carolinian
Canada has always prided itself on the scientific basis of its work, but in order to know how well
this work is succeeding it is important to monitor the results. The NEC has had a monitoring
program with its own suite of indicators for some time and under the Hamilton RAP there is now
a Monitoring Catalogue bringing together all monitoring activities that take place in the Harbour.
In addition, the Monitoring Committee of the local citizens group, the Bay Area Restoration
Council (BARC) prepares an annual report, entitled "Towards Safe Harbours". These activities I
believe to be important in the long run. My second thrust is in the area of stakeholder
involvement, not only at such events as this but on an ongoing basis. I am wondering if the time
is ripe for the Coalition to evolve a further stage by becoming incorporated and possibly
obtaining "Charitable " status. This may be a route that would lead to increased public
membership and I believe that it is only through the enthusiasm and commitment of an
educated, public grassroots movement that we will eventually implement all the goals of "THE
BIG PICTURE"
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Carolinian Canada 20th Anniversary Conference
Port Franks, Ontario, October 1-2, 2004

Carolinian Canada Award Ceremony
Vicki McKay
Carolinian Canada
Good evening and if you have just arrived, welcome to the 20th Anniversary Carolinian Canada
Conference.
Before the banquet we would like to present this year’s Carolinian Canada Conservation Awards.
These awards have been presented to recognize individual and groups for outstanding
contributions to the conservation of natural heritage in the Carolinian Life Zone.
Occasionally, we also present Lifetime Achievement Awards to those individuals or groups
showing exceptional contributions over extended periods of time. And we will have the
opportunity tonight to recognize such an individual.
In addition, this year we have added a youth category to recognize young people within their
own peer group. We hope to receive more nominations in the future in this category.
This year we have received many nominations and we would like to thank the nominators for
recognizing conservation efforts in their area.
In the near future we plan to update the Carolinian Canada website to provide more detailed
direction regarding nominations. We encourage each of you to consider the valuable
environmental work that happens in your area and consider nominating a deserving individual or
group in the future.
A call for next year’s nominations will appear in our winter newsletter.
This year, we received a total of 17 nominations and it was inspiring to see such a wide range of
very important and worthwhile efforts in the Carolinian Life Zone.
Efforts included communications products, educational outreach programs, conservation
planning, habitat and species management and restoration, natural area protection, monitoring
stewardship, clean-ups, volunteer coordination and the involvement and in many cases of
environmental groups.
The quality of all these efforts made the selection of award recipients difficult.
We would like to recognize the nominees tonight as well as the award recipients.
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Gord Hamilton, Halton Watershed Stewardship Program and Joanne Rzadkin will now present
certificates to the award nominees.
Tom Bird
Tom Bird manages his 30-acre wood as a
demonstration site for good woodland stewardship. He
undertook swamp restoration to correct historic wetland
drainage. Identifying a need of landowners for more
information and support he founded the Oxford County
Woodlot Owners' Association and chaired the
Stewardship Council. "Tom's effective leadership
enabled the new council to work together, and agree to
goals and objectives for the program that suited the
needs of the Oxford County landowners." - Jim Collins,
Past coordinator of Oxford County Stewardship Council

Branksome Green
Branksome Green is Ravine Woodland Restoration
Project initiated by the Branksome school in Toronto
and has been running for over 9 years. The students
were careful to collect the best science on the site and
monitor the results. This project has raised awareness
and has been a catalyst for other ravine landowners in
the Lower Don River Valley to restore their own
properties. "The school is very rooted in the community
and has its own extended family of students, parents,
faculty and alumnae. It is in many ways the ideal group
for a landscape restoration. It has a history and a
future. They are a relentless group. The results are
showing." - Tanny Wells, Past chair, Bring Back the
Don

The Natural Heritage Program of Walpole Island
Heritage Centre (Nin Da Waab Jig)
The Natural Heritage Program of Walpole Island
Heritage Centre (Nin Da Waab Jig) promotes
stewardship of extensive Tallgrass habitats, Carolinian
forests, coastal waters and one of the largest wetland
systems in the Great Lakes on Walpole Island First
Nation on the St. Clair River delta, a Carolinian Canada
signature site. The program has protected 84 acres of
significant habitat and engages in research and
outreach. "This lively program is active in informing and
educating the Walpole Island First Nations community
about species and risk and promoting habitat
stewardship. WIFN is home to 51 Species at Risk
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including several that have their Canadian stronghold
here, or occur nowhere else in Canada." - Dr. Jane
Bowles, Ecological Consultant

Sarnia Urban Wildlife Committee
Sarnia Urban Wildlife Committee is a city committee
initiated by concerned citizens to protect wildlife from
the effects of urbanization and develop an urban
ecosystem policy and program. It works with City and
private landowners to protect and restore natural areas
such as Dennis Rupert Prairie Reserve and species at
risk American Chestnut and Dwarf Sandcherry. The
volunteer group also makes community outreach a
priority. "This committee has done extremely fine
conservation work since its inception in 1994. Their
accomplishments are many." - Gerry Clements,
Lambton Wildlife

Bill Prieksaitis
Bill Prieksaitis has been the driving force of the West
Elgin Nature Club for over 30 years. He is the tireless
volunteer who has motivated and inspired the residents
of Elgin County to care for nature. Through his
leadership, the West Elgin Christmas Bird Count is now
one of the country's largest relative to club size. He has
been instrumental in creative deals to protect natural
areas such as the Dutton-Dunwich Prairie which the
club leases from its railway owner to implement
specialized management. He has been a key player in
numerous projects including a 306-page book, Elgin
Birds - a Century of Change. Bill gives away thousands
of Carolinian trees that he grows from seed so future
generations can know and admire these representative
species of the Carolinian Zone. "Bill's actions and
activities are not just restricted to those of his own
home club, the West Elgin Naturalists, but are
widespread throughout Elgin County. He leads by
example. He has done just about everything that can
be done from the manual of stewardship actions and
activities. You name it; he's done it." - Dave Martin,
ecological consultant
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Carolinian Canada 20th Anniversary Conference
Port Franks, Ontario, October 1-2, 2004

Thinking Big in Space, Time and Ambition
Dr. Reed F. Noss
University of Central Florida
I am going to talk today about how we might expand our perspective in space, time, and
ambition. By thinking big, I do not mean to imply that we should think only about big areas and
forget about small areas, or only about long spans of time and not about short-term urgencies.
Rather, I mean being willing and able to consider each problem within a broader context.
By thinking big, I mean being able to think across scales, to match questions to their appropriate
scale of analysis. Many of the most persistent controversies in ecology stem from observers
viewing a phenomenon from different spatial or temporal scales, or at different resolutions. This
is true for everyday experience. Consider football…Superdome in New Orleans…the
crowd…..the players on the field and the image inside a football.
Probably all of us here love nature, and we’re drawn to particular species in particular places. I
know I am.
But we may need to think bigger. Biodiversity is much more than the diversity of species. It can
be viewed from many different levels of resolution or levels of organization. We can recognize
compositional, structural, and functional aspects of biodiversity, and each at multiple levels of
organization. We need to maintain the full richness of life at genetic, population, species,
community, and ecosystem levels.
All aspects of biodiversity change across space and time. We need a broad spatio-temporal
perspective in conservation. Let’s first consider time.
We know that things change over time…relationships change…Biodiversity also changes over
time. We know, for instance, that since hard-bodied organisms started getting fossilized about
600 mya, diversity of species has increased markedly.
However, the overall increase in diversity has been punctuated by 5 main setbacks – mass
extinctions. It took at 20 million years or more after each mass extinction for diversity to
increase to former levels. The last mass extinction in the fossil record occurred 65 mya, when we
lost the dinosaurs. The last mass extinction was caused by a meteorite 10 km in diameter
striking the earth just off the Yucatan peninsula.
More recently, we had the glacial cycles of the Pleistocene, which profoundly affected
biodiversity. Just 18,000 years ago, for example, eastern North America had the Laurentide ice
sheet extending southward nearly to the Ohio River, fringed by tundra, then boreal forest, and
temperate forest only in the extreme south. Florida was more than twice its present size.
The glacial-interglacial cycles did cause some extinctions, but it seems produced about as many
new species, by dividing ranges of formerly widespread species, as they eliminated old species.
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At other times over the last few million years, sea level was much higher, and the only portions
of Florida above water were the northern Highlands and the Brooksville, Lake Wales, and
Atlantic Coastal Ridges. The isolation of these ridges promoted speciation, esp. on the Lake
Wales Ridge (the most isolated) which explains the large number of endemics. In terms of
conservation planning, we need to recognize that high sea levels are likely to return, so we need
to maintain high connectivity in the landscape for species to move away from the coast and up
into these refugia.
In the late Pleistocene, the diversity of large mammals in North America was unmatched
anywhere in the world. Comparing it to the modern-day Serengeti is illustrative, but actually an
understatement. Beginning in the late Pleistocene, extinction has generally outpaced speciation.
Virtually all biologists agree that we are now well into the sixth great mass extinction event,
which began around 40,000 years ago (13,000 years ago on this continent), and is caused at least
in part by over-hunting by humans (evidence now suggests this over-kill was the major factor).
This seems to be more than an interesting coincidence. Years ago, Jared Diamond described our
species as “man the exterminator.”
Losses of large mammals in the late Pleistocene were particularly severe in the Americas. This
consideration of “deep time” is important to remind us what we’ve lost.
Things have gotten worse over the last few centuries. The number of known extinctions, has
been rising as the human population rises. Consider the passenger pigeon – a real wake-up call.
Once the most abundant bird in the world…
In the U.S. and Canada, the greatest losses at the species level have been of freshwater animals.
>10% of freshwater mussel species have gone extinct since European settlement (“possibly” is
overly conservative; these are taxa that haven’t been seen for many years…)
Society’s response to the extinction crisis, in part, was enactment of the U.S. ESA of 1973,
which has a lofty goal…Of course, the U.S. Act was recently emulated by Canada, unfortunately
in weaker form. Implementation of the U.S. Act, however, has been largely species by species,
site by site…pathetic.
It has become clear that not only species are endangered, but entire ecosystems. Two colleagues
and I did a review of endangered ecosystems of the United States in the early 1990s…(Noss,
LaRoe, and Scott 1995)… reported in the NY Times.
World-wide, ecosystems in the temperate zone have been more disrupted by humans than
ecosystems in the tropical, boreal, or arctic biomes. The loss of grasslands in the United States
and Canada has been staggering. Most of these have been permanently converted to
anthropogenic habitats. In the U.S. 99% of the tallgrass prairie east of the Missouri River has
been destroyed, as has 85% west of the Missouri River. Remaining patches are on small sites
generally too rocky, sandy, dry, or wet to plow.
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As of 1993, 27 federally listed species and 99 candidates…RCW is the best studied. It makes
sense to develop a recovery plan for the longleaf pine ecosystem as a whole, with associated
plans for the most highly endangered species.
In the conservation field we have generally assessed the relative conservation value of various
sites based on what they contain – their contents. Recent appreciation of the effects of broadscale environmental change suggests that we also must consider the landscape context of these
sites.
One of the best-studied phenomena in conservation biology is habitat fragmentation, which
involves two components….Loss of area is probably the major threat, up to some threshold,
beyond which the configuration of remaining patches becomes more important…the figure here
is from a pioneering paper by J.T. Curtis in 1956, showing change from 1831 to 1950 for a single
township in Wisconsin….There are basically 4 ways that a species could persist in a heavily
fragmented landscape…
A tremendous amount of research on birds has documented declines of forest-interior species in
fragmented landscapes, due to declines in food supply, increased predation and cowbird
parasitism near edges, and other factors.
Some species, especially large carnivores, are vulnerable to fragmentation at broader spatial
scales. Results of a spatially-explicit population model in the Y2Y region for grizzly bear – note
predicted sources and sinks, fragmentation of populations in the southern part of the potential
distribution (Idaho currently has no grizzly bears, thanks to Gale Norton canceling the
reintroduction project, but our results show suitable source habitat exists there).
We also have to think bigger when it comes to natural disturbances, especially for forest types
subject to stand-replacing fires. Basically, fire and other disturbances need room to move.
In 1978, Pickett and Thompson introduced a new criterion for designing protected areas.
Whenever possible, a reserve should be larger than the minimum dynamic area. For some kinds
of ecosystems this minimum dynamic area is again measured in many millions of acres. For
example, the largest recorded fire in Canada’s boreal forest covered 3.5 million acres.
Corridors are a popular tool for conservation planning – perhaps too popular, as they’ve become
a fad and sometimes their functions are not considered critically. We need to expand our concept
of connectivity, especially when we recognize that few, if any, single parks or other protected
areas are big enough. Conservation corridors have usually been identified as discrete, linear
features at a fairly narrow spatial scale, but they are important at multiple scales. Connectivity is
often critical for population persistence. In essence, a well connected system of habitat patches
can be a whole greater than the sum of its parts….Probably most species are distributed as
metapopulations.
Consider the black bear…In Florida, the threatened subspecies of black bear is distributed among
increasingly isolated subpopulations, none of which by itself is large enough to be viable in the
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long term. This fragmented distribution matches the pattern of conservation lands in Florida,
here shown in the early 1980s
Increasing roads and traffic in Florida is leading to increases in mortality…
So, beginning with Professor Larry Harris of the University of Florida in the early 1980s, people
began suggesting the protection and restoration of linkages between conservation areas.
Although at first people laughed at this proposal, the Pinhook Swamp now has been mostly
protected by The Nature Conservancy and transferred to the USFS.
At a broader scale, I proposed a statewide network of protected areas and connecting corridors.
Although perceived as radical at first, this idea is now well accepted. In 1991 a workshop of
biologists refined my proposal into this map, which became the basis for Florida’s first $3-billion
land acquisition program, Preservation 2000. (We are now well into a second $3-billion program,
Florida Forever.) The proposed network of conservation areas is being continuously refined in
an iterative fashion, as more than $300 million has been spent each year for the last couple
decades adding land to the system (albeit habitat is still being destroyed faster than it can be
protected…).
Other major linkage initiatives are being proposed across the continent – for example “A2A,” as
defined here by the top 10% of modeled wolf habitat (albeit this depends on the critical
assumption that wolves can cross the St. Lawrence, which they used to, but is not as easy today).
We can think bigger still! TWP is concentrating its reserve network design activities within four
major megalinkages in North America. We are adding a couple more megalinkages, one
incorporating the grassland ecosystems of the Great Plains, the other a Gulf coastal corridor
linking the southeast to the southwest (which was a very impt. Biogeographic corridor in the
Pliocene and Pleistocene).
Which brings us to vision…A vision requires a set of values which, in turn, rest upon an ethical
foundation. Some people claim that science should strive to be value-free. I disagree. We expect
our physicians, engineers, and other applied scientists to behave ethically, and we should expect
the same of conservation biologists. Because conservation biology addresses biodiversity and the
health of the ecosystem – not just human health – our ethical framework needs to be expanded
beyond humans. Charles Darwin pointed out that compassion for other living things is an
extension of naturally selected moral sentiments. Aldo Leopold asserted that an extension of
ethics to the land is “an evolutionary possibility and an ecological necessity.” Whereas, at a
primitive stage of moral development, we may care only about ourselves or our kin or social
group, and expansion of ethics encompasses other people and species and ultimately the earth
itself.
In keeping with these ethical principles, we should have broad and ambitious goals for biological
conservation. We can’t be satisfied with maintaining the status quo. We need to reverse the
trends of biotic impoverishment. Often this will require intensive restoration activities, for
example prescribed burning…
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Although my presentation has emphasized the need to consider large spatial scales and long
spans of time in conservation, what some call top-down planning, we need to reconcile top-down
and bottom-up approaches… (Taken to the extreme, top-down planning is ecofascism, imposing
the “greater good” on local people, often with great costs. On the other hand, bottom-up planning
often is highly parochial and biased, and fails to appreciate the broader context.)
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How to Support Community Conservation
Carolinian Canada 20th Anniversary Conference
Port Franks, Ontario, October 1-2, 2004

Panel Discussion: What Can People Do Locally to Add to the Big Picture
Malcolm Boyd
MPl, MCIP, RPP, Land Use Planning Consultant
When developing a local naturalization project it is really important to have the local people and
especially the Local Government to buy into your plans.
St. Clair Township Council (an amalgamated council of Moore and Sombra Townships) was a
key partner in the recent purchase of a large part of the Bickford Oak Woods. They contributed
$100,000.00, which was unheard of in Lambton. They also have a definite interest in how the
lands are managed, and their concerns will be listened to, because they are one of the major
partners in the purchase. The local Ducks Unlimited official was a key to obtaining municipal
support for the project. He had been heavily involved with Lambton Rural Stewardship and
local government. The efforts of St. Clair Township Council can now be held up when dealing
with other municipalities, who until now have not placed the protection of the natural
environment as a priority.
(As the funding of natural heritage projects by the Trillium Foundation comes out of the $100
million from Charity Casinos, I suggested that delegates should drop into the Point Edward
Charity Casino by the Bluewater Bridge, to help support conservation… the Village of Point
Edward also benefits from the Casino and I was the Village’s planner when the Casino was
developed).
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Carolinian Canada 20th Anniversary Conference
Port Franks, ON, October 1-2, 2005

Ontario’s Commitment to Greenspace Protection and Biodiversity
Saturday Afternoon Address
Mike Brown
Ministry of Natural Resources
Good afternoon everyone. It’s a great pleasure to be here today representing the Ministry of
Natural Resources. It’s also a great pleasure to visit this very special area of the province.
Minister David Ramsey sends his regrets that he couldn’t join us, and has asked me to convey his
best wishes for a successful conference. The minister also asked me to pass on his
congratulations on this 20th anniversary of Carolinian Canada. This is a milestone for your
organization and for conservation partnership in Ontario.
I’d like to talk to you today about some of the things this government is doing to support that
spirit of conservation partnership. I want to talk about the progress we’ve made, and the
challenges we still face, in protecting green spaces and ecosystems across the province. I also
want to talk about the new directions we’re setting for greenspace protection, particularly here in
southern Ontario.
First of all, I must emphasize that reducing the loss of greenspace n Ontario is a priority for this
government. We know that natural areas support biodiversity and contribute to cleaner air,
cleaner water and a cleaner environment. We know that sustainable economic growth will not
succeed without sustainable, healthy natural environment. And we know that reducing the loss
of greenspace across the province is essential to providing the quality of life that Ontarians need
and deserve.
In the golden horseshoe, and southern Ontario generally, 90% of the land is privately owned.
That make preserving natural areas challenging and, in most cases, expensive. This area is also
where we find the province’s greatest biodiversity. For these reasons, the government is taking
comprehensive approach to protecting green space and managing growth in southern Ontario.
The Greenbelt Protection Act – which was introduced in the House last December and received
Royal Assent on June 24 – is a major step toward protecting the environment and managing
growth in the Golden Horseshoe area of southern Ontario.
Families should not have to drive ever-increasing distances to experience the countryside. We
want to ensure that future generations have greenspace to enjoy close to urban and suburban
centres. The government is working to put in place the protection mechanisms needed to
preserve important natural areas in southern Ontario through a continuous and connected system
of open space. I know this is very much in keeping with the “Big Picture” approach of
Carolinian Canada.
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To protect these lands from development, we will use a wide array of creative solutions. We
already have in place a number of measures including tax credits, conservation easements, land
trusts, land swaps, and new protected area designations. And the ministry will continue to work
closely with conservation authorities, nature organizations, farmers, municipalities and private
landowners. I want to highlight that private land stewardship is key to the success of species
recovery, and we all owe a great deal to the landowners who are volunteering to help with
recovery programs.
The Ministry of Natural Resources has an important role to play in this effort. The ministry is
responsible for the sustainable management of Ontario’s natural resources. We’re also
responsible for mapping and cataloguing natural heritage values across the province. It’s our
task to ensure those values are recognized and protected – not just here in the south but across
the entire province.
You will be glad to know that Minister Ramsay is putting more emphasis than ever before on
biodiversity conservation. In fact, he has made development of a provincial biodiversity
strategy a ministry priority this fall. The provincial biodiversity strategy will actually be an
umbrella for a number of management strategies, including invasive species, wetlands, protected
areas and species at risk.
Carolinian Canada has been a great leader in protection for species at risk. I applaud the
tremendous work your organization has contributed to the monitoring, restoration and
rehabilitation of species and their habitat.
The ministry is putting in place the necessary tools to further protect and recover plants and
animals at risk. These include:
•
Considering a review of Ontario’s Endangered Species Act to strengthen provincial
protection of species at risk and complement the federal Species at Risk Act.
•
Developing the first ever Provincial Species at Risk Strategy for Ontario.
•
Identifying key areas of cooperation for a bilateral agreement between the Ontario and
federal governments for the conservation of species at risk in Ontario. This agreement
will help coordinate provincial and federal programs.
Protecting natural areas in southern Ontario presents many challenges. It will take creative
thinking and a range of innovative measures to achieve our goals. At the ministry of Natural
Resources, and across the government, we have laid the groundwork for important progress in
the protection of green spaces and species at risk in Ontario.
As we proceed, we will be seeking out the best practices from around the world. We will also be
counting on the support of our partners and landowners. I know that Minister Ramsey will
continue to look for advice and ideas from organizations such as Carolinian Canada, the Ontario
Stewardship program, Ontario Nature, Nature Conservancy Canada and others, to keep the
momentum going.
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Uncontrollable loss of green space is no longer an option if we want strong, healthy and liveable
communities. Uncontrollable loss of green space is no longer an option if we want strong,
healthy and liveable communities.
In closing, I want to again thank you for the work you do to focus public attention on why we
need to protect species at risk and their habitat. I know that Carolinian Canada represents more
than 40 conservation groups and many individuals. Your collective efforts inspire, encourage
and make possible grassroots action on the ground, where it counts.
Thank You
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Tools for Thinking Big
Carolinian Canada 20th Anniversary Conference
Port Franks, Ontario, October 1-2, 2004

Securing Core Protected Areas
Introduction
Jim Oliver
Long Point Region Conservation Authority
A large part of the thrust of the Carolinian Canada program over the past 20 years has been to
look at the landscape or “Big Picture” scale to identify representative or “core” sites of
Carolinian habitat, to find some means of “protecting” the sites or at least the features within the
sites that make them special, and ultimately to link those sites across the landscape and by so
doing, a degree of protection is achieved for the landscape feature itself.
In the early days of the Carolinian Canada program, we recognized that much of the lands or
waters deemed to be significant and representative of Carolinian habitats were held in private
hands. In response to this, we developed programs such as the landowner contact program and
heritage stewardship awards and “handshake agreements”. These achieved a level of awareness
by and recognition for landowners, which we hoped, would convince them to do the right thing.
For many important sites, the percentage of landowner uptake and/or acres “protected” in these
ways hovered around the 50% level at best.
Significant lands and waters held in public hands or held by conservation NGOs were and still
are assumed to be “protected” by virtue of their public ownership or NGO custodianship.
With all of the above scenarios, there can still be the risk of negative impact on the species,
habitats or landscapes of significance and interest, and what we can think of as “second order
protection measures” may still be required or beneficial to give us the desired, higher level of
comfort. Thus, we have the theme for this session, “Securing Protected Areas”. This title seems
to imply redundancy, but this is not necessarily the case.
I can cite the example of my own conservation authority, the LPRCA, where we have recently
made the corporate decision to provide a higher level of protection to a portion of our forest land
holdings, now known as “natural heritage woodlands”. The LPRCA Board designated
approximately 20% of our forest lands to be under this special protection mandate, based on
selection criteria both within our 20-year forest management plan and provided by an external,
technical experts’ committee. We are currently preparing management plans and stewardship
strategies for adjacent, private landowners around our designated properties that we hope will
provide the highest level of protection for these sites and the species of flora and fauna they hold.
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Our three speakers will provide their perspective and experience with this dilemma and need to
ensure and enhance the protection of protected areas.

In discussing a potential marine conservation area for the Carolinian Zone, Doug Yurick of Parks
Canada (A Lake Erie Marine Conservation Area) notes that globally 10-12% of Earth’s
terrestrial landscape has some degree of protection where as less than 1% of the Aquatic
landscape has such protection.
James Duncan of Nature Conservation of Canada (The Nature Conservancy of Canada – 3
Decades of Carolinian Conservation) states that we have to use both opportunity and design in
implementing our land protection strategies.
Fiona Walker of the Ministry of Natural Resources (Planning for Compatible Public Use: St.
Williams Conservation Reserve) advised that “conservation reserves” may provide protection
through compromise for important public lands in the southern Ontario landscape.
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Securing Core Protected Areas

St. Williams Crown Forest Protection
Fiona Walker
Ministry of Natural Resources
In the 1800s focus was mostly on clearing land and agriculture, not conservation. In the 1900s
tree harvest and agriculture practices had turned this area into sand barrens and ‘wastelands’.
1908 saw the province begin land assembly and operations of a tree nursery, eventually to
become the largest tree seedling plant in the world. The 1930s saw demonstration woodlots
begin to be set up in Southern Ontario with seedlings and know-how from the St. Williams
Conservation Reserve. In the 40s and 50s production of tree seedlings of various species
continued for landscape restoration and more sustainable timber harvest practises began. In the
1960s Turkey Point Provincial Park was created and the Woodlands Improvement Act added
Agreement Forests to the destinations of SWCL seedlings. The late 80s and early 90s saw that
the plantations were reaching maturity and natural regrowth of hardwoods; attempts were made
to develop a Forest Management Plan.
1992 a decision was made at the corporate level that the Ministry of Natural Resources will no
longer be operating tree nurseries. Following this in 1996 nursery production lands were leased
to private companies and the remaining forested lands became the responsibility of the local
District office. In the late 90s the local District office began background work for a Forest
Management Plan:
- Policy Context for Conservation Reserves.
EXTRACTION
Unpatented
Crown Land

Crown Land

Conservation
Reserves

CONSERVATION

Least #
Lowest
Waterway
Provincial
of uses
amount
Recreation
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Policy Framework for Conservation Reserves

Crown Land

Unpatented
Crown Land

Conservation
Reserves

Provincial Parks
Waterway
Recreation
Historical
Natural Environment
Nature Reserve
Wilderness

Most permitted uses

Greatest amount of disturbance

Fewest permitted uses

Least amount of disturbance

Extraction – Consumption – Conservation – Protection - Preservation
Recent planning for the St. Williams Conservation Reserve saw public consultation, which are
still ongoing regarding the care and maintenance of these lands. Since public consultation an
Alternative Service Delivery Model has been developed along with a Technical Advisory Group
assembled that have recommended a Conservation Reserve for the St. Williams area.
In 2002 a Life Science Inventory was accomplished showing that some level of disturbance is
desirable for the vegetation communities. Finally in 2004 St. Williams was designated a
conservation reserve and the MNR are currently working on a resource for St. Williams.
A Management Plan for St. Williams Conservation Reserve has been developed that includes
three public consultation periods, initiation of process, draft and final plan. The objective of this
management plan is to continue principle of demonstrating restoration work, protecting natural
heritage while still permitting compatible uses for the public.
In the future the St. Williams Conservation Reserve will have many challenges and
opportunities. As the population increases so to will the level of use within this reserve.
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Conflicts will ensue when there’ll be a high volumes of people using this reserve for so many
different activities. Controls have been and will be difficult with this reserve because it is highly
accessible by the road. The proliferation of unauthorized trails will require enforcement and
provide operational challenges due to an increase in motorized vehicle use and dumping. At the
same time the protection of the Species at Risk and their habitats along with the fiscal limitations
must be considered.
In the future this reserve will also provide some great opportunities where research and education
can take place as well a provide recovery for species at risk habitats.
The St. Williams Conservation Reserve will be a model of compatible multi-use of public land
for regions to follow for generations to come.
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Eco-Regional Planning for Nature and People

Introduction
Michelle Kanter
Carolinian Canada
Over the past two decades, eco-regional planning has emerged as a THE way to plan for healthy
landscapes into the future. Our history of traditional planning has created eco-poor settlements
and unhealthy environments for community growth. Land use plans in the past have had little or
no connection to the landscape, to the point that they were interchangeable. In contrast, ecoregional planning connects people with nature. Landscape provides the framework for
communities that protect natural features and communities benefit immensely from wild spaces.
From a conservation science perspective, it is a powerful tool to identify protection and
restoration priorities.
Eco-regional planning has lofty goals but how does it play out in the real world? The Big
Picture initiated by Carolinian Canada is a large-scale vision of a functional natural heritage
system. At Carolinian Canada we regularly get requests for Big Picture data and it is evident that
momentum is building to implement eco-regional planning across the zone. In this session, Mike
McMurty of Natural Heritage Information Centre (A Big Picture Approach to Natural Heritage
Planning) will talk about the Big Picture and its use as a planning tool that provides a framework
for eco-regional planning.
The birth of the Big Picture was dependent on the development of GIS mapping techniques that
have allowed us to identify and set conservation targets in a highly informed way. GIS is a
critical tool, integral to eco-regional planning at multiple scales: globally, nationally, provincially
and regionally. Kara Brodribb and Dan Kraus of Nature Conservancy of Canada (Design of a
Conservation Blueprint for Biodiversity & Applying the Great Lakes Conservation Blueprint for
Strategic Protection of Biodiversity) will share how they use the Big Picture and other GIS layers
to identify national conservation targets.
Eco-regional planning provides an opportunity to protect natural heritage at a very fundamental
level. It promotes conversation within communities about which piece of green we each want to
save in our neighbourhoods. It puts natural heritage on everyone’s agenda. Conservation
Authorities and municipalities are key players at this scale. In this forum, Dan Lebedyk of the
Essex Region Conservation Authority (Essex Region Biodiversity Strategy) will outline a countywide strategy that uses Big Picture principles.
Eco-regional planning has become recognized as a path to a better, more sustainable and
successful future. However, the path may not always be smooth. The transition to an ecoregional approach has great challenges at a very practical level, which will only be worked out
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overtime. GIS, for example, is a wonderful tool but computer maps are worthless without
ground-truthing, testing, monitoring and collaboration, especially with landowners.
The next significant step for the eco-regional planning movement is to integrate small scale and
large scale “pictures” by sharing lessons and data learned….as we are doing in this forum. In
this way, we will create a stronger, coordinated approach to eco-regional planning, one that will
have a more effective results and people and nature both win.
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Eco-Regional Planning

A Big Picture Approach to Natural Heritage Planning
Mike McMurtry
Natural Heritage Information Centre
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources

Introduction
The Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC) acts as a central repository for natural heritage
data in Ontario. This includes information on natural areas, ecological communities and rare
species. The NHIC also works with conservation partners to identify natural areas of highest
conservation priority. This paper will review the need for landscape scale natural heritage
planning and summarize the methodology and findings of the Big Picture 2002 project.
Why Do We Need a Big Picture Approach to Natural Heritage Planning?
Natural areas in southern Ontario are, in Don Gordon’s phrase, “dying a death of a thousand cuts
as we chip away at them lot by lot” (Gordon 2001). The image in Figure 1 is from Richmond
Hill, on the Oak Ridges Moraine, but this process is also occurring in southwestern Ontario, or
Carolinian Canada. We are now past the point in where conservation alone is sufficient; we also
need to restore and rehabilitate natural areas that have been lost.
There are continuing losses of biodiversity with fragmentation of the landscape; more species
and their habitats are becoming at risk. At the time of writing there are 50 native taxa (a few are
not at the species level) known to be extirpated from Ontario and 108 Ontario taxa designated as
threatened or endangered by the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada
(NHIC database, November 24, 2004). These aren’t just terrestrial species - aquatic species are
especially at risk because they integrate the stresses going on both on land and in the water.
Much of the biodiversity in Ontario, including most species at risk, is concentrated in
southwestern Ontario. It is no mystery why these losses of biodiversity are occurring; they are
largely the result of our own land-use activities.
Natural Heritage System Properties
What are the properties of a natural heritage system that would maintain biodiversity and support
a wide range of ecosystem functions? The following summary is gleaned from basic
conservation biology texts (Table 1). First, such a system must be adequate in size. There is
literature to indicate that approximately 30 % of the landscape must be kept in a natural state to
retain the full diversity of forest-dwelling bird species (Cadman 1999, Freemark 1988,
Environment Canada 2004). The bulk of this area should be in core natural areas that are large
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enough to maintain ecological functions that support these species and withstand disturbances
like major blow-downs.
Second, the system must adequately represent the full range of species, ecological communities
and landscape features that are present in the environment.
Third, when the underlying matrix of the landscape is human-dominated, as it is in southern
Ontario, there should be inter-regional corridors that provide for genetic exchange and seasonal
movements of wildlife. We also need local linkages to enhance the functionality of small cores
and to provide habitat along watercourses. Restoration of linkages at the local level is more
controversial because this can increase the edges where non-native species invade and predators
access their prey.
Finally, we need to protect the most sensitive and undisturbed natural areas from human
activities though buffers.
Big Picture Objectives and Scope
The Big Picture 2002 project was developed to identify a system of cores and linkages that
would address the criteria just described. Its specific objectives were to: 1) assemble and
interpret the best available, digitally-mapped data on the biological diversity of southern Ontario;
2) identify high-value core natural areas and most promising linkages; and 3) generate replicable,
rule-based mapping of a landscape-scale natural heritage system (Riley et al. 2003). It did not
explicitly consider buffers; these can be planned for at finer scales.
There were two phases to this project: the first, called simply the Big Picture (Jalava 2000, Jalava
et al. 2001), considered Ecoregion 7E or Carolinian Canada, and the second, called Big Picture
2002, extended the approach to all of southern Ontario (Riley et al. 2003). The study area of the
Big Picture 2002 included all of southern Ontario up to and including a portion of the Canadian
Shield within 100 km of the contact line with the paleozoic bedrock of the south.
Big Picture Methodology
What made this project possible was the availability of Geographic Information System (GIS)
technology and a wealth of digital base data on land cover, rare species and communities,
evaluated wetlands, Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest, parks and protected areas,
watercourses and other landscape features (Table 2).
Numeric scores were assigned to pixels comprising each data layer based on its natural heritage
value through consultation with a group of experts. The layers were overlain to form an overall
sum of these scores per pixel. Minimum criteria were established for cores areas. These differed
slightly by ecoregion; in Ecoregion 7E a core had to be 200 ha in size and score a minimum of
12 points per pixel. The polygons meeting these criteria were identified as core natural areas.
Isolated patches of natural cover meeting a less demanding set of criteria were mapped as well.
The details of these criteria and other aspects of the methodology are described in Riley et al.
(2003). The path of least resistance across the landscape between cores was calculated to identify
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potential linkages, taking advantage of any intervening natural areas including watercourses.
Finally, the cores and linkages were supplemented with adjacent natural cover to approach the
target of 30 % natural cover within a site district.
Big Picture Results
The results for the cores and linkages analysis are shown as part of a natural heritage system
(Figure 2). Cores are shown in dark green, linkages in lighter green. Areas identified as cores
agree with areas of known biodiversity such as Rondeau Provincial Park, Pinery Provincial Park,
Walpole Island and the Bruce Peninsula.
Areas of adjacent natural cover are colour coded as for the adjacent feature; the smaller isolated
“island cores” are coloured olive green (Figure 2). A contrast in the amount of remaining natural
cover is apparent at the edge of the Canadian Shield.
The Compact Disc product, available from the NHIC, allows a closer inspection of selected
regions in the Big Picture study area (Figure 3). For example, there is a core along the Lake
Huron shoreline from Kettle point to Grand Bend with potential linkages leading along the shore
and inland. Port Franks is a small gap in the core. The boundary between Ecoregions 6E and 7E
is visible near Grand Bend.
Applications/Caveats
The primary purpose of this project was to provide a landscape-level vision of what can be
achieved if we protect what we have, enhance our core natural areas and restore connections
between them. This approach can be applied to heritage planning at the local level but a
concerted effort is needed to compile additional detailed information on local features, locally
significant biota and their habitat and buffers required.
The data employed were the best available at the time of the project, hence including the year
2002 in the name, but new information is always becoming available.
The results can be used to target areas for restoration – for example areas adjacent to cores or
areas within potential linkages where there is a lack of natural cover.
Anticipated Developments
The Big Picture is one of the analysis tools now available for natural heritage planning in
Ontario. The Great Lakes Biodiversity Conservation Blueprint is another means of identifying
areas of conservation priority that is being developed by the Nature Conservancy of Canada and
the Natural Heritage Information Centre (see the Brodribb et al. paper from this session for more
details).
The availability of new data layers is a significant development for natural heritage planning.
Another MNR partnership project called Southern Ontario Land Resources Inventory System, or
SOLRIS, will soon provide data on ecological communities that can be used as a template for
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conservation planning (Mussakowski 2004). This project uses an array of remotely sensed
imagery, digital elevation data, hydrology, geology and rare plant community data to generate
maps of ecological communities at the community series level, in Ecological Land Classification
terminology (Lee et al. 1998). More detailed data on ecosites, collected during fieldwork, can be
nested within the community series classes. A continuous coverage of community series data
should be available for southern Ontario within a year or two.
Summary Remarks
We need a bigger vision to help us see beyond our property or local jurisdiction and show us
how we can contribute to an overall landscape that is biologically diverse and sustains healthy
functioning ecosystems. Even the best examples of natural areas are vulnerable to encroachment
and destruction as development continues in southern Ontario. The final image (Figure 5) shows
one of the remaining high quality core natural areas in the Carolinian life zone: the area
comprising Komoka Provincial Park and the adjacent natural cover along and including the
Thames River. The Big Picture project highlights the value of this and other core natural areas
and identifies connections between significant natural areas in Carolinian Canada.
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Table 1. Basic properties of a natural heritage system (summarized from Meffe and Carroll 1997,
Noss and Cooperrider 1994 and Primack 1993).





Core natural areas of adequate size and low edge-to-volume ratio
Representation of landforms, ecological communities and species in core areas
Inter-regional corridors and smaller-scale linkages
Buffers

Table 2. Data layers included in the Big Picture 2002 analysis.

















Life Science Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest
Evaluated Wetlands
National and Provincial Parks
Conservation Reserves
Ontario Living Legacy Sites
Carolinian Canada Sites
Algonquin Park Protected Zones
Forest Cover, Forest Interior Habitat, Older Growth
Watercourses and waterbodies
Land Cover Classes from Satellite (LANDSAT28) Imagery
Occurrences of Rare Species and Communities
Niagara Escarpment Plan Areas
Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan Areas
Urban Areas
Utility Corridors, Abandoned Railways
Roads
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Figure 1. An example from Richmond Hill of the fragmented landscape in
southern Ontario. Photograph by M.J. McMurtry.
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Natural heritage system

Figure 2. The Big Picture 2002 natural heritage system.
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Figure 3. The Big Picture 2002 natural heritage system, in the vicinity of Port
Franks, Ontario, the location of the 2004 Carolinian Canada Conference.
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Figure 4. A core natural area in Carolinian Canada: the view from Komoka Provincial
Park along the Thames River. Photograph by W.D. Bakowsky, NHIC Archives.
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Eco-Regional Planning
Essex Region Biodiversity Conservation Strategy
Dan Lebedyk
Essex Region Conservation Authority
Parks Canada/Point Pelee National Park, Environment Canada Great Lakes 2000 Cleanup Fund,
Ducks Unlimited Canada, Human Resources Development Canada, Essex County Stewardship
Network, and the ERCA fund the Essex region Biodiversity Conservation Strategy
“It was realized in the latter half of the nineteenth century that too much timber had been
wastefully cut; in many cases only to reveal land that was not profitable to farming. Some
criticized earlier generations that had ‘ripped away’ the forest. They believed that the solutions
to the problems lay in replacing the trees.”
From: Fur Trade To Farmstead (ERCA, 1986) paraphrasing the Bureau of
Forestry in 1885
The natural area status today sees an overall loss of approximately 97% of the original wetland
area and 95% of the original forest area. The region has become highly fragmented with a
degraded ecosystem. The natural habitat of Essex County constitutes the lowest percentage of
any region in all of Ontario where there are only few remaining small and isolated remnants of a
once lush green landscape. Today forest cover only constitutes 5.0% and wetlands only 2.5% of
the total landmass, where as the total agriculture/urban landmass constitutes 92.5%.
Even with this small and isolated natural habitats found in the Essex Region they still pose
significance to our natural history. There is no other region in Ontario or the country for that
matter with the highest biodiversity, a greater number of significant (rare) species, and a greater
diversity of habitat types. For example, the Essex Region alone is home to more than 240
Federally or Provincially rare species of plants or animals.
The Essex Region Biodiversity Conservation Strategy is to produce a spatial database of all
natural areas in the Essex Region, conduct an analysis of the terrestrial, wetland, and riparian
habitats to identify the extent of existing natural vegetation, and prioritize opportunities for
habitat restoration and enhancement. The objective of this strategy is to increase the size, extent,
and quality of key natural heritage features, natural corridors, and greenway linkages, thereby
improving ecosystem diversity and ecological functions.
Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
• 1:10,000 OBM
• 1:25,000 OMAFRA Drainage
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•
•
•
•

1:50,000 NTS
Data Correction
Data Analysis
Map Generation

One of the guiding principles for this plan is to protect existing habitat by halting any further
losses of existing significant natural features. The ERCA intends to do this by identifying and
preserving significant environmental features and ecological functions, perpetuating existing
significant communities, restricting the loss of natural areas, ceasing the loss of habitat along
streams, and by identifying and preserving sensitive water quality and quantity features and
hydrologic functions.
Another guiding principle is to restore lost habitat by achieving a net increase in natural cover
and enhance existing habitats. The ERCA intends to do this by restoring appropriate biological
communities, increasing the area of naturally sustaining or successional vegetation, retaining and
improving the existing woodland communities without losses, retaining and improving the
existing wetland communities without losses, retaining existing habitat and restoring riparian
communities, retaining existing tallgrass prairie/savanna/alvar habitats and enhancing where
appropriate, and by reducing the impacts of existing agricultural and/or urban land uses in an
effort to reduce degradation of natural ecosystems.
Lastly the final guiding principle the ERCA intends to follow is to develop
Linkage/Nodes/Monitor programs. To Create and improve linkages between natural areas a net
gain of appropriate, priority linkages and corridors will be created. To prescribe for the
creation/restoration of larger contiguous areas of natural communities the ERCA will identify,
protect, and restore (using existing fragments) major natural nodes. The ERCA intends to
monitor guiding principles and goals, as they provide a direct measure of the state of the
environment; and modify as appropriate so as to accommodate new information and/or changes
that occur.
Guidelines - Forest Habitat
• Percent forest cover: variable
• Size of largest forest patch: more than one 100 ha forest patch which is a minimum 500 m in
width
• Percent of watershed that is forest cover 100 m from edge: >10%
• Percent of watershed that is forest cover 200 m from edge: >5%
• Forest shape and proximity to other areas: circular or square in shape and in close proximity
to adjacent patches (within 2 km)
• Fragmented landscapes and the role of corridors:
• corridors designed to facilitate species movement should be a minimum of 100 m in width
• corridors designed for specialist species should be a minimum of 500 m wide and refined to
meet the needs of the target species
• Forest quality - species composition: as naturally diverse as possible
Guidelines - Riparian Habitat
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•

Percent of natural vegetation along first to third order streams: 75% of stream length should
be naturally vegetated - either woody or grassy
• Amount of natural vegetation adjacent to streams:
o generally, 30 m naturally vegetated buffer on both sides would be optimal. For
specific functions:
<species diversity - 3 to 100 m
<wildlife movement (corridors) - 3 to 200 m
<sediment removal - 10 to 60 m
<nutrient removal - 3 to 90 m
<water temperature moderation - 15 to 30 m
•
Total suspended solids concentrations: <25 mg/l for the majority of the year
•
Percent of urbanized watershed that is impervious: <15%
Guidelines - Wetland Habitat
• Percent wetlands in watershed or sub-watershed:
• 10% in each major watershed; 6% in each sub-watershed; or original percentage
• Amount of natural vegetation adjacent to wetland: 240 m of adjacent natural habitat
• Wetland type: marshes and swamps
• Wetland location: original headwater swamps; on-stream or floodplain marshes and
swamps on second and third order watercourses; lacustrine wetlands; any other location
• Wetland size: swamps - as large as possible; marshes - range of sizes
• Wetland shape: swamps - regularly shaped with minimum edge and maximum interior
habitat; marshes - irregularly shaped with maximum interspersion
Guidelines - Other
Fish Habitat:
- Through implementation of Fish Habitat Management Plans.
Tallgrass Prairie, Savanna, & Alvar
• Guidelines for tallgrass communities follow the recent Tallgrass Communities of Southern
Ontario: A Recovery Plan produced by the World Wildlife Fund in cooperation with the Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resource
Vulnerable, Threatened, & Endangered Species:
• Guidelines from individual species Recovery Plans.
Canard Valley Restoration Site found immediately adjacent to the Canard Valley Kentucky
Coffeetree Woods ESA is 100 acres of tree planting "filling in" forest canopy. This riparian tree
planting along Canard River will improve fish habitats. There is also swamp thicket shrub
planting to buffer the existing wetland area. In addition large stock tree planting is occurring in
the Hawthorn thicket to assist the succession to forest.
Native Tree and Shrub Species
Forest Restoration:
• Silver Maple Acer saccharinum
• Red (Green) Ash Fraxinus pennsylvanica

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

White Oak Quercus alba
Red Oak Quercus rubra
Kentucky Coffeetree Gymnocladus dioicus
Shagbark Hickory Carya ovata
Bitternut Hickory Carya cordiformis
Sycamore Platanus occidentalis
Black Walnut Juglans nigra
Nannyberry Viburnum lentago
Northern Hackberry Celtis occidentalis
Staghorn Sumac Rhus typhina
Eastern Red Cedar Juniperus virginiana

Wetland Buffer:
• Silver Maple Acer saccharinum
• Buttonbush Cephalanthus occidentalis
• Cottonwood Populus deltoides
• Pin Oak Quercus palustris
• Swamp White Oak Quercus bicolor
• Red Osier Dogwood Cornus sericea
• Sycamore Platanus occidentalis
In conclusion the Essex Region Conservation Strategy is a long-term, scientifically based study
that will guide all future habitat restoration. This strategy is highly regarded by funding agencies
and as a result from the implementation of this strategy future generations will benefit.
Contact Information
Dan Lebedyk
Conservation Biologist
Essex Region Conservation Authority
360 Fairview Ave. W., Suite 311
Essex ON N8M 1Y6
Phone: (519) 776-5209 Ext. 409
Fax: (519)776-8688
E-mail: dlebedyk@erca.org
Website: http://www.erca.org
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Eco-Regional Planning

Applying the Great Lakes Conservation Blueprint for
Strategic Protection of Biodiversity
Dan Kraus
Manager of Conservation Science
Nature Conservancy of Canada
Conservation planning at large scales has become more accessible through new GIS
technologies, natural heritage information and remote imagery. The Nature Conservancy of
Canada (NCC) and the Ontario Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC) recently completed
aquatic and terrestrial conservation blueprints for biodiversity in the Great Lakes ecoregion
(Henson & Brodribb 2005, Wichert et al 2005). Initial steps in the project involved gathering
digital data on biodiversity and land-use in the Great Lakes, and establishing a network of
scientific peers to participate on the core science teams of the projects. The aquatic project
dedicated considerable time towards a first-ever physical characterization of freshwater habitats
in the basin. Both the aquatic and terrestrial project focused on mapping the best representative
examples of coarse and fine filter biodiversity targets, across different spatial scales. In addition
to the conservation blueprints themselves, the project has resulted in the creation of several new
GIS layers, a compilation of existing data on biodiversity and the geography of the Great Lakes,
new reporting tools on biodiversity and conservation lands, and the creation of new methods for
using GIS to assist with conservation planning.
The conservation blueprints were designed using automated GIS methods at ecodistrict and
tertiary watershed scales, using data that was available for the entire ecoregion. Although the
data inputs and outputs are at fine resolutions, the ‘raw’ conservation blueprint portfolios require
careful interpretation prior to proceeding with conservation action. While the sites in the
conservation blueprints outline areas of important biodiversity significance, they do not provide
a reliable, precise delineation of the total area that is required to maintain viable occurrences of
conservation targets. In order to apply the blueprints towards a successful landscape
conservation strategy there is additional work that can be done including the validation of key
data inputs, incorporation of additional fine-scale data sets, consideration of landscape cores and
corridors, and the life history requirements of conservation targets.
A key area of focus for Blueprint implementation has been the development of strategies to
apply a landscape based conservation plan to drive effective local actions. Engagement and
building strong support of local partners is key for the success of landscape based conservation
(Low, 2003). Mechanisms to deliver ecoregional assessments have challenged conservation
planning. Groves et al (2003) identified that for conservation to occur, we need to find better
ways to deliver information to local jurisdictions in a form that is not only usable but compelling
as well.
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Implementation of the Great Lakes Conservation Blueprint will involve three key steps:
A. Defining priority landscapes
B. Focussing of conservation goals
C. Developing and implementing partnership based strategies and action steps.
A. Defining Priority Landscapes
At a landscape level of conservation planning, the Blueprints will be used as a guide to direct
NCC and partners to the areas of most critical need for conservation action. The “priority
landscapes” will be defined at the Ecodistrict scale, and selected based on the following criteria:
• Conservation targets – status, viability, irreplaceability
• Threats
• Amount of existing protected lands & stewardship attention
• Organizational capacity to deliver success.
The conservation blueprint will be used to identify and define priority areas. The priority
landscape framework will create a transparent process that allows NCC to communicate to
partners how landscapes are strategically selected to conserve biodiversity based on multiple
criteria.
B. Focussing Conservation Goals
As priority landscapes for conservation action are identified, additional conservation planning
information must be integrated into the Conservation Blueprints, particularly for sites of the
highest action priority. This will include updating element occurrence data from the NHIC,
ensuring protected areas and conservation lands boundaries are current, and integrating
information from the aquatic and terrestrial portfolios. Additional information, not included in
the Conservation Blueprint should be integrated wherever possible. This information could
include:
• County forests
• Other provincial/ federal/ municipal lands
• Other NGO lands
• Natural Heritage strategies
• Municipal zoning
• First Nations lands
Within each priority landscape, conservation goals will then be focussed based on the suite of
biodiversity targets identified in both the terrestrial and aquatic Conservation Blueprints. Not all
biodiversity targets identified in the blueprints will be a priority – good landscape-scale
conservation planning begins with an understanding of the priority conservation targets - each
landscape (priority ecodistrict) having one or more prima facie reasons it is important for
conservation (Low, 2003). This process will identify the key elements of biodiversity that NCC
should focus resources. These priority targets may include ecological systems, vegetation
communities, species, and other important natural resources. Priority targets for each ecodistrict
will be established based on:
•

Target status (priority to globally rare species and communities)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Matrix systems (often acting as an umbrella for species and communities of conservation
concern)
Ecological systems and communities with multiple, nested targets
Viability (assessing the habitat requirements to maintain or enhance the viability of
biodiversity targets. – priority given to extremely high quality examples of biodiversity
targets)
Irreplaceable targets and systems (occurs in only 1 or 2 ecodistricts)
Threats (i.e. is the target already protected?)
Exemplary examples of ecological systems

The initial catalogue of priory targets will be peer-reviewed by NCC staff and provincial science
partners. These lists will then be shared with local partners for their review, input and revision.
This local review is critical to conservation success. While landscape-scale project are very
strong at providing the context of conservation targets (i.e. how important is it and why?),
specific information on target viability and threat often resides with local experts and partners
and needs to be included in decisions on conservation.
An example of focal conservation targets and selection rationale for 7E5 (Niagara Peninsula)
would include:
Site
District
7E-5

Type

Priority Targets

SPP

Bromus nottowayanus

7E-5

SPP

Sida hermaphrodita

7E-5

SPP

Crataegus conspecta

7E-5

SPP

Crataegus Formosa

7E-5

COM

Pin Oak Mineral Deciduous Swamp Type

7E-5

COM

7E-5
7E-5

ELU
ELU

Shagbark Hickory - Prickly Ash - Philadelphia
Panic Grass Treed Alvar Grassland Type
Beach and Shorecliff Forest Complex
Clay Plain Deciduous Forest Complex,
including swamp complex

7E-5
7E-5

ELU
ELU

Limestone Plain Deciduous Forest Complex
Fen & Bog complexes

Selection
Criteria
GRANK/
irreplaceable
GRANK/
irreplaceable
GRANK/
irreplaceable
GRANK/
irreplaceable
GRANK/
irreplaceable
GRANK/
irreplaceable
Umbrella
Umbrella/
Matrix
System

Comments
7E5 only
7E5 only
7E5 and 7E3
7E5 only
7E5 and 7E1
7E5 and 6E1

>60% of remaining natural
cover. The largest
concentration of clay plain
systems in Ontario.

Umbrella
Umbrella

This step will result in a data set that includes local information on biodiversity and conservation,
and will be maintained as a dynamic strategic planning document, to ensure that the work done
by NCC is based on the most current available information on biodiversity targets, threats and
builds upon previous conservation actions.
C. Developing and implementing partnership based strategies and action steps.
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With revisions from peer and partner review, priority targets will be mapped in each ecodistict.
It is at this stage that NCC will delineate ‘conservation landscapes’ based on conservation
blueprint information, ancillary data and collaboration with local partners. This will include the
examination and incorporation of the many Natural Heritage and Greenlands strategies that have
been prepared by municipalities and Conservation Authorities.
Within these conservation landscapes, key areas for protecting biodiversity will occur. NCC and
local partners will identify these project areas based on biodiversity mapping and socioeconomic information. Action sites will include a core area identified in the Conservation
Blueprints, or subsequent landscape planning, and other lands based on an assessment of
viability needs. This could include areas of high biodiversity and/or ecological integrity
identified during field studies, or areas that are needed to enhance the viability of conservation
targets by expanding the habitat or creating linkages to other areas.
References
Groves C.R. 2003. Drafting a conservation blueprint: a practitioners guide. Island
Press and The Nature Conservancy.
Henson, B.L. and K.E. Brodribb. 2005.
Great Lakes conservation blueprint for terrestrial biodiversity. Vol. 1 and 2. Nature
Conservancy of Canada and Natoral Heritage Indformation Centre. Available on-line:
www.natureconservancy.ca
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Landscape-scale Conservation – A Practitioner’s Guide. The Nature Conservancy –
Efroymsom Fellowship Program. 36 pp.
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Smart Growth Land Use Planning

Introduction
Scott Peck
Hamilton Halton Watershed Stewardship Program
The theme of this section is proposed changes in land use policy that will guide and change
natural heritage policy and decisions.
Carolinian Canada has a strong record of developing and seeking ways to implement natural
heritage conservation in Carolinian Canada. This includes the following publications:
•
•
•
•
•

Conserving Carolinian Canada 1990
Conservation Strategy for Carolinian Canada 1997
Southern Ontario Woodlands 1999
Big Picture
Site Conservation Planning

This work and work such as the Nature Conservancy Canada Conservation Blueprint serves to
provide a solid background of data and guidelines that can be used in natural heritage planning.
The province is in the process of reviewing matters relating to planning and they are outlined in
the following documents:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning Act Reforms and Implementation Tools
Provincial Policy Statement
Ontario Municipal Board Reform
Growing Strong Rural Communities
Drinking Water Source Protection Act
Places to grow – A Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe

The direction in these documents provides for stronger planning policies relating to urban sprawl
and natural heritage. As an example, the proposed Provincial Policy Statement changes the
requirement from “having regard” to “be consistent” with the provincial policies. Further, it is
proposed that no rural severances will be permitted. If approved, this policy direction does relate
favourably to work completed by Carolinian Canada and this work, such as the “Big Picture”,
could be used to further planning as it relates to natural heritage. The speakers today that will be
introduced by Joanne will give us insight on this and relate their experiences.
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Smart Growth Land Use Planning

Natural Heritage Planning in Lambton
Malcolm Boyd
MP1, MCIP, RPP, Land Use Planning Consultant
Urban sprawl destroys the rural area including Agricultural land (everyone concerned about this)
and plant & animal habitats (I am more concerned about this).
The conservation of habitats is of the outmost importance. From Nature Conservancy Canada:
David Schindler, Professor of Ecology, U of Alberta: “You can’t save species unless you save
habitat. For our sake and the sake of our children, we must maintain as much of the diversity of
life on Earth as humanly possible.” This thought drives my approach to good rural planning. In
Lambton, we have lots of excellent farmland, but its productivity is being damaged by urban
sprawl, not through the marching out of subdivisions, but by scattered severances. In Lambton,
we have not have very much undisturbed habitat left and we are losing it continually.
Urban sprawl is caused primarily by population growth but Lambton is not growing. Existing
official plans, have land for urban development for the next 20 to 30 years, without significantly
impacting agriculture or habitat. The challenge that exists to all of us is to make it last 40 - 60
years.
The bad old days saw development in Errol village. This is a subdivision in a significant
woodlot. It was approved under the policies of the old county and local official plans. It was
hugely frustrating not to be able to stop it. The county official plans were very weak because in
1981, farmers against protecting green spaces, packed County Council, and politicians had to
remove all meaningful environmental policies. Before, the County Trees Act by-law controlled
farmers, but not developers. Farmers felt (correctly) that it was discriminatory. Farmers felt that
there should be stronger provincial policies to protect farmland than the natural environment.
Outside of the Planning Act, farming could also destroy habitat through woodlot clearing and
wetland drainage. The County Tree Act By-law was tightened and applied to utility companies,
by taking Union Gas to the Ontario Energy Board and requiring them to replace all woodlot
removal on a 2 for 1 in area replacement and be maintained until free to grow. This added
greatly to the value of woodlands versus placing the pipelines within agricultural lands, which
had been more expensive. The wetland drainage act absolutely needs amendment to better
protect habitat.

New County Official Plan: January of 1998 huge work with both Ag federations was
done at different times +P.P.S. to develop a new County Official Plan. This County Plan went
beyond the Provincial Policy Statement. This plan ended the retirement of lots, limited surplus
dwellings & infilling, and required a minimum Ag. lot size of 100 acres. This plan also supports
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strong Natural Heritage protection policies, including the development of natural heritage
corridors and encourages stewardship policies where landowners become partners in every
protection project. Finally this plan provides a 2 for 1 (in area) woodlot replacement and doesn’t
permit lot creation in woodlots, which is a major change from the previous plan.
The County of Lambton has developed numerous maps to better assist them in managing their
remaining green spaces.
Map ‘A’ displays the Existing and Potential Natural Corridors in core areas: Walpole,
Aamjiwnaang, Bickford Woods, & Lambton Shores. The primary river, creeks and floodplains
are displayed in “green”. In “yellow” are secondary back concession woodlots and huge habitat
destruction by Hwy. 402.
Map ‘B’ shows the County OP Natural Heritage System through primary corridors & Prov.
significant wetlands. The Port Franks ANSI, Oak Savannah portion of this map is a perfect
example of the many rare and endangered species that can be found in the Lambton area.
Map ‘C’ displays the Growth Strategy in major, significant woodlands of Lambton County.
Grand Bend’s Southcott Pines, Huron Oaks shows how upscale residential communities are now
developed in what a would now be designated ANSI. Unlike in Port Franks there are strategic
locations for the Karner Blue, P.F. Forested Dunes, and County Forest.
Ipperwash, Port Franks and Grand Bend are areas where Urban Sprawl can do the most damage
to rare habitat. It is essential that the containment of these communities stop expanding into
ANSIs. With the very, very important presence of the Nature Conservancy & Lambton Wildlife
we hope to stop these expansions.
Urban Development in Port Franks, in an ANSI occurs from growth pressures that are largely
coming from London. Supposedly there is magic living in a former forest, but forests have fires
(Kelowna). It would be far better to build essential urban development on bare farmlands and
grow urban woods, than destroy ecologically important forest.
A $1.00 for land from the County to begin institutional development in County Forest. In my
time there was intense pressure from Optimists and PF residents. Politicians did not value the
importance of stopping encroachment into the ANSI. Many residents see the area forests as their
recreation area, not something special, to be protected.
If implemented, the Official Plan will stop the spread of urban sprawl to Port Franks. Lambton
Wildlife’s first goal is to protect the environment, but if it will be clearly at the expense of the
area residents then there has to be some benefit to them for not being able to grow their
community, or it won’t be supported politically. Much of Lambton Shores is suffering
economically…having difficulty supporting their local infrastructure and jobs continue to leave.
Something has to be done to support the rural areas and small towns. We have to find a way to
have the protection of the important habitats provide an economic gain to the community….a
huge, but vital challenge. Similar to other environmentally significant areas can these areas too
be promoted as a tourist attraction, rather than just catalogued and fenced. Can an interpretive
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tourism plan be developed in conjunction with the return of the swans, the fossils at Rock Glen,
the petrified wood and kettles at Kettle Point? An identifiable grouping should be developed
which will be strong enough to attract tourism and tours.
WE MUST LOOK FOR PROJECTS TO ENHANCE THE ENVIRONMENT. If rural areas
were stronger then they would be more able to resist urban sprawl. The best defense against
urban sprawl is an offence to improve the environmental importance of the rural area.
The Brights Grove Sewage Lagoon was going to be developed when the City started clearing
trees for a new sewage plant on St. Andrew Street. Complaints, inspection, not zoned
residential, and the Tree By-law all made this project very difficult to get off the ground. The
city was astonished because the 2 for 1 replacement policy applied, they said had no vacant land.
I knew otherwise, having birded at the sewage lagoons so many times. In time the City agreed to
plant trees in land leased for farmland between the lagoons and the road. City has recently
started to plant trees and will hopefully plant the entire area providing natural extensions of
habitats and better buffers to residential zones.

Mandaumin Woods was the first LWI Property to be purchased. It is 25 acres, and in 1972 cost
$10,500. It was too small of a woodlot to have important wildlife values but augmented Natural
Heritage Corridor from farm fields to the W & E. If these existing fields could be put into forest,
the Mandaumin Woods would become part of a very significant natural heritage property.
A significant part of the area (LCHF & Karner Blue) was an Oak Savannah habitat…now
exceeding rare in North America. Longstanding property owners said it was a Grassy Plain until
pines were planted there over a 30-year period. During the 40’s, 50’s & 60’s, the ‘savannahs’
were filled with pine plantations, using make work programs. When the Karner Blue property
was purchased in the late 80’s, it was too late to save the butterfly…. the savannah habitat was
gone. The challenge we now have will be to remove those pine plantations and institute a
program of controlled burns, to bring back the oak savannah habitat, and re-introduce the Karner
Blue.
Then the KB Butterflies will fly once more in Lambton.

Thankyou.
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New & Improved Action Plans

Canada’s Species-at-Risk Programs
Madeline Austen
Environment Canada – Ontario Region
In Canada, more than 450 wild animal and plant species are considered “at risk” according to the
Committee on the Status of Endangered Species in Canada (COSEWIC). Nearly 40 percent of
these species are found in Ontario. Some urban and rural activities, including expanding
residential development, pose significant threats to Ontario’s wildlife. Natural habitats that are
under the most intense pressure are forests, grasslands, wetlands, and the Great Lakes and their
watersheds. The Carolinian zone in south-western Ontario is home to about one-third of the
nation’s species at risk.
The Species at Risk Act (SARA), which was proclaimed in June 2003, is one part of a three-part
Government of Canada strategy to protect and recover wildlife species at risk. SARA builds on
the Accord for the Protection of Species at Risk whereby the Government of Canada works
collaboratively with the provinces and territories in the development of a joint species at risk
protection approach in Canada. SARA also puts a heavy emphasis on stewardship so that all of
us can play a role in the protection of species at risk and their habitats.
SARA
SARA has the clear purpose of preventing wildlife from becoming extinct in Canada, providing
for the recovery of wildlife species that are at risk as a result of human activity and managing
species of special concern from becoming further at risk. Two federal Ministers are responsible
for the administration of SARA. The Minister of Fisheries and Oceans is responsible for aquatic
species at risk. The Minister of Environment (through the Parks Canada Agency) is responsible
for species at risk found in national parks, national historic sites and other protected heritage
areas. The Minister of the Environment is also responsible for all other species at risk and is
responsible for the overall administration of the Act.
COSEWIC annually assesses the biological status of wildlife in Canada and forwards those
assessments to the Minister of the Environment. Within 9 months or receiving an assessment,
the Minister must decide whether or not to add a species to the List of Wildlife Species at Risk
(Schedule 1 of SARA). As of April 2005, of the 455 species considered at risk by COSEWIC,
306 are currently found on Schedule 1. Of those, 162 species are found in Ontario (10 extirpated,
58 endangered, 32 threatened and 22 special concern). If a species is added to this list, a number
of actions are immediately triggered. These include protection and recovery.
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Protection
Protection of species at risk involves the enforcement of prohibitions. Sections 32 and 33 of
SARA make it an offence to:
• kill, harm, harass, capture or take an individual of a listed species that is extirpated,
endangered or threatened;
• possess, collect, buy, sell or trade an individual of a listed species that is extirpated,
endangered or threatened, or its part or derivative;
• damage or destroy the residence of one or more individuals of a listed endangered or
threatened species or of a listed extirpated species if a recovery strategy has
recommended its reintroduction.
These prohibitions apply immediately to all listed species found on federal lands (e.g. national
parks, lands used by the Department of National Defence and reserve lands), and to aquatic
species and to migratory bird species as covered by the Migratory Bird Convention Act wherever
they are found. For other listed species, the provinces and territories are first given an
opportunity to protect species under their existing legislation. However, if the Minister of the
Environment determines that listed species are not effectively protected under provincial or
territorial laws he or she may utilize the SARA “safety net” and issue an emergency order to
ensure protection of a species.
Permits may be issued to allow specific activities that might otherwise be considered a SARA
offence. These include scientific research about the conservation of the species done by a
qualified person; an activity that benefits the species or enhances its chances of survival or
recovery in the wild; or an activity whose effect on the listed species is incidental.
Recovery
In addition to protection, recovery planning is triggered by the listing of a species. For extirpated,
endangered and threatened species added to SARA Schedule 1, a Recovery Strategy will be
developed in consultation and cooperation with all interested and affected parties. The
development of strategies must adhere to strictly legislated timelines. Strategies include
population recovery goals and objectives; they may also include the identification of a species’
critical habitat if the science and knowledge is available to allow this identification. If it is not
possible to identify critical habitat in a Recovery Strategy then it must be identified in the second
stage of recovery planning: the development of an Action Plan. Action Plans outline specific
measures that will ensure the implementation of a Recovery Strategy. A third type of planning
document, a Management Plan, must be prepared for Special Concern species included in SARA
Schedule 1.
Recovery planning in Ontario is well underway. Over 50 individual species recovery teams and
12 ecosystem or multi-species recovery teams are working towards a common goal of protecting
and recovering species at risk. Recovery teams are formed through partnerships among
government agencies, First Nations, Conservation Authorities, private volunteers, and nongovernment organizations of all sizes and capacities. Teams usually include expert
representatives from a variety of wildlife organizations.
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The Habitat Stewardship Program
The Habitat Stewardship Program (HSP) financially supports a wide range of voluntary actions
that individuals and groups are implementing to protect and recover species at risk. Activities
range from monitoring and conserving wildlife species and the places where they live, to
protecting and improving the quality of soil, water, air and other natural resources. Under the
HSP, agreements are established with local governments, organizations or persons to protect
species at risk and their habitats, and to implement recovery strategies and actions. The program
became operational in 2000 and allocates up to $10M per year to projects to conserve and protect
species at risk and their habitats. Approximately $2M per year has been allocated to projects in
Ontario.
The program has been highly successful to date. Across Canada, it has protected nearly 60,000
hectares of habitat for species at risk, enhanced more than 195,000 hectares, reduced threats to
hundreds of individual species at risk, and reached more than 400,000 Canadians.
Stay Informed
SARA requires the Minister of the Environment to post SARA-related documents and decisions
on a Public Registry. The web-based Public Registry will include SARA regulations and orders;
recovery strategies, action plans and management plans; COSEWIC classification criteria;
COSEWIC status reports; the SARA List of Wildlife Species at Risk; annual reports on the
administration of SARA, Information on Public consultations, and other SARA documents. You
can also register with the Registry to receive regular updates on SARA-related activities by
email. You can access the Public Registry through the web site: www.sararegistry.gc.ca.
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New and Improved Action Plans

Parks Canada Agency’s Species at Risk Program
Vicki McKay
Species at Risk Biologist, Point Pelee National Park
Conference session participants were provided with some background information on Parks
Canada Agency and its Species at Risk Program. Specific examples are related to Point Pelee
National Park, the only national park located in the Carolinian Life Zone.
Parks Canada Agency is responsible for National Parks, National Historic Sites, National Marine
Conservation Areas and National Historic Canals. The Parks Canada mandate is “On behalf of
the people of Canada, we protect and present nationally significant examples of Canada’s natural
and cultural heritage, and foster public understanding, appreciation and enjoyment in ways that
ensure the ecological and commemorative integrity of these places for present and future
generations.” One of Park’s Canada’s four commitments under this mandate is “To protect, as a
first priority, the natural and cultural heritage of our special places and ensure that they remain
healthy and whole.” In other words, ecological integrity is our first priority!
In national parks, all plants, animals and natural objects are protected under the Canada National
Parks Act, whether or not they are at risk. Species at Risk, however, are a priority for Parks
Canada. Almost half of the species currently listed as being “at risk” in Canada can be found in
our National Parks! That means that, in many cases, their critical habitat is found there too.
Parks Canada therefore has a conservation responsibility for these species and has been
monitoring and managing them for many years.
However, in order to respond to specific commitments under the Species at Risk Act, Parks
Canada has developed a formal Species at Risk program in the last few years. Four “priority
sites” (Grasslands National Park, Point Pelee National Park, Kejimkujik National Park and lower
British Columbia – Garry Oak ecosystems) were identified based on the need for ecosystembased recovery plans and/or a large number of SAR in each site.
Table 1: Point Pelee National Park’s COSEWIC-listed Species at Risk
Pla nts
Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus
Red Mulberry
Blue Ash
Common Hoptree
Butternut
Dwarf Hackberry
Kentucky Coffee-tree (Middle Island)
Wild Hyacinth (Middle Island)
Climbing Prairie Rose
Swamp Rose-mallow
American Water-willow
Ins e c ts
Monarch

Carolinian

Fis h
Warmouth
Canada Spotted
Thinking
Gar Big,
Bigmouth Buffalo
Lake Chubsucker
Pugnose Shiner (XT)

Wild Ideas

Bird s
Eastern Yellow-breasted Chat
Least Bittern
Red-headed Woodpecker
Short-eared Owl
Henslow's Sparrow (FB)
Piping Plover (FB)
Prothonotary Warbler (FB)
Cerulean Warbler (FB)
Louisiana Waterthrush
Red-shouldered Hawk (FB)
Hooded Warbler
Peregrine Falcon (M)
Acadian Flycatcher (M)
Kirtland's Warbler (M)
Eastern Loggerhead Shrike (M)
Barn Owl (XT)
King Rail (XT)
Conference
Papers
Northern Bobwhite
(XT)
Passenger Pigeon (X)

R e p tile s & Amp hib ia ns
Northern Map Turtle
Stinkpot
Spiny Softshell
Lake Erie Watersnake
Eastern Foxsnake
Five-lined Skink
Tiger Salamander (XT)
Fowler's Toad (XT)
Northern Cricket Frog (XT)
Spotted Turtle (XT)
Blue Racer (XT)
Eastern Ratsnake (XT)
Eastern Hog-nosed Snake (XT?)
Milksnake (XT)
Massasauga (XT)
Timber Rattlesnake (XT)
Ma mma ls
Eastern Mole
Southern Flying Squirrel
Grey Fox (XT)
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Point Pelee National Park was selected as one of these priority sites based on the large number of
Species at Risk associated with it – a total of 55. Middle Island alone, an addition to Point Pelee
in 2000, has more COSEWIC-listed Species at Risk associated with it than any other National
Park in Canada!
Within the federal government, Parks Canada Agency is responsible for those Species at Risk
whose distributions occur primarily on our lands. Eight Species at Risk have currently been
identified as “priority species” for Parks Canada (Banff Springs Snail, Eastern Prickly Pear
Cactus, Eastern Massasauga, Blanding’s Turtle [Nova Scotia population], Pitcher’s Thistle,
Seaside Centipede Lichen, Water-pennywort and Haller’s Apple Moss), based on the Agency’s
level of conservation responsibility for these species. In the Carolinian Life Zone, Parks Canada
“priority species” include the Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus (found in only one other site in
Canada), Massasauga Rattlesnake, and Pitcher’s Thistle.
Parks Canada staff are involved in Species at Risk recovery at three levels. National Office staff
develop the Parks Canada Agency Species at Risk program. They also provide guidance for
delivery at the field level and work closely with Environment Canada and the Fisheries and
Oceans Canada staff to develop overall federal Species at Risk strategy and policies. In addition,
they supply funding for recovery action, education and inventory projects related to Species at
Risk in Parks Canada. One staff member in each of the six Service Centres coordinates Species
at Risk activities occurring at the Field Unit level. In addition, a dedicated Species at Risk
Biologist is located in each of the four “priority sites”. However, most work is undertaken by
existing staff at sites across Canada. This is where a lot of the protection, recovery and
educational work is done.
Parks Canada Agency’s role in Species at Risk recovery is similar to the role of the two other
responsible federal jurisdictions, Environment Canada and Fisheries and Oceans Canada. The
Agency is responsible for conducting inventory and monitoring work, managing the resulting
data, determining the status of Species at Risk within Parks, conducting research, leading and
participating in Recovery Teams ultimately responsible for the development of Recovery
Strategies and Action Plans, implementing recovery actions, protection and enforcement and
communication and education activities.
Parks Canada Agency has designated specific funds to inventory work. In the first few years
work has focussed on Species at Risk inventories of National Historic Sites, many of which have
never had complete biological inventories. At Point Pelee National Park, inventories of Middle
Island updated Species at Risk occurrence records. Extensive areas of the provincially
significant Miami Mist were found and the continued presence of Clustered Sedge was
confirmed. Middle Island is the only location in all of Canada where this latter species is found!
The collection of data raises the need for good data management. Data management tools are
being developed at the National level for this purpose. Locally, Point Pelee National Park is
developing a database of past and present Species at Risk occurrences. Institutional records are
also being gathered where possible. Species occurrences can then be mapped using geographic
information system applications.
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Research is extremely important to
recovery efforts. It is undertaken in order
to fill knowledge gaps that will allow us
to better manage Species at Risk.
Research is currently being undertaken to
determine why there is little or no turtle
recruitment and what the effects of
raccoon predation are on Point Pelee
National Park’s turtle Species at Risk.
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Inventory and monitoring data is used to determine the current status of Species at Risk within
national parks. This information is provided to COSEWIC (the Committee on the Status of
Endangered Wildlife in Canada) to assist in the assessment of species nationally. Long term
monitoring allows for the determination
of population trends. Recent MSc.
studies have focussed on the presence or
Blanding's turtles
absence, population size, structure,
distribution and trends of Point Pelee
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Parks Canada Agency leads or co-leads Recovery Teams in the development of Recovery
Strategies and Action Plans for Parks Canada Agency’s priority Species at Risk discussed
previously. Vicki McKay is the chair of the Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus – Lake Erie Sand Spit
Savannas Recovery Team. This team is taking an ecosystem approach to the recovery of
primary and secondary successional sites of Red Cedar Sand Barrens and Dune Shrublands on
the four large Lake Erie sand spits, Point Pelee, Fish Point, Rondeau and Long Point. The
endangered Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus is the focal species of this plan. A separate presentation
was given regarding this Recovery Strategy during the “Landscape and Ecosystem Recovery”
session on the afternoon of October 1.
Parks Canada Agency staff also participate in Recovery Teams for other species found in
National Parks. Vicki McKay participates in teams for the Red Mulberry, Lake Erie
Watersnake, Northern Cricket Frog, Eastern Foxsnake, Eastern Hog-nosed Snake and Fowler’s
Toad as well as in a Great Lakes Piping Plover Recovery Implementation Team. Parks Canada
Agency will have similar involvement, either as a lead, co-lead or participant in the development
of Management Plans for species of special concern that are found on Parks Canada lands.
Due to the large number of species found at Point Pelee, an overall Species at Risk Strategy is
being developed. To do this, Point Pelee literature and research is being reviewed and the status
of recommended actions is being determined. Workshops with researchers and experts are then
hosted to review local threats, actions undertaken, species needs, brainstorm actions required and
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prioritize those actions. A park-specific Species at Risk Strategy will be developed from this
information.
Similarly, a Species at Risk Educational Strategy is being developed. A steering committee of
partners from the Carolinian Life Zone has been established. A survey of private landowners in
the vicinity of Point Pelee National Park was done to understand their attitudes and values about
conservation & Species at Risk. Key messages were identified and a Species at Risk
communications strategy will be developed based on this information.
Implementing recovery activities is probably the most important Species at Risk-related activity.
The recovery of Southern Flying Squirrels at Point Pelee National Park is a great success story.
By the 1940s, this species had been wiped out of the Park and surrounding area due to hunting
aimed at Red Squirrels, predation by feral cats and isolation of the Park. In the early 1990s,
researchers at the University of Guelph determined that approximately 885 individuals would be
needed to re-establish the Park population. Since two of the three threats had been minimized
(feral cats) or eliminated (hunting), a decision was made to release 99 Southern Flying Squirrels
into the Park. Today, the population appears to be well on its way to recovery.
Species protection and enforcement is also an important role of Parks Canada staff. Many
species are collected for the pet trade, science, food, gardens and medicinal use. Protection and
enforcement activities include compliance education, getting people to comply with legislation
through simple education and information, conducting warden patrols, PIT tagging collectable
species, the maintenance of files relating to suspicious activities and enforcement of the Canada
National Parks Act and now the Species at Risk Act.
Parks Canada has also come to the realization that Parks are not enough and that a regional
perspective is needed to achieve ecological integrity. Parks are not immune to species losses and
threats may be internal and/or external to the Park. As such, Parks conduct their work within the
bigger picture of their Greater Parks Ecosystem (in the case of Point Pelee National Park, this
area includes all of Essex County). This is particularly true when it comes to communications
activities.
Most threats to Species at Risk, both inside and outside of national parks, are related to people.
As such, Parks Canada Agency aims to inform people so they understand how their actions affect
their surroundings, influence them to adopt positive attitudes and involve them to engage in
positive actions and become active stewards.
At Point Pelee National Park this is achieved in many ways. The Park ensures that all staff are
knowledgeable, from gateway attendants to wardens and interpreters. Interpretive programs are
done with youth camps, schools and junior naturalists. Live animals are used during “Creature
Features”, “Murder Mystery” campfire plays are done and messages are delivered on the Point
Pelee transit system. Theatre presentations are given to orient people to the Park as well as to
inform them about monitoring, research and recovery activities. The Park also has fact sheets,
pre-visit information packages, and web sites available in addition to doing media articles and
interviews, developing publications with other organizations and having exhibits on trails and in
the Visitor Centre that provide Species at Risk messaging.
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For more information, please visit the Parks Canada Agency Species at Risk Internet site at
http://www.pc.gc.ca/nature/eep-sar.
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New and Improved Action Plans

Aquatic Species-at-Risk Program in Ontario
Nicholas Mandrak
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Southern Ontario has the greatest diversity in freshwater fish species than any other region of
Canada. Considering this, Southern Ontario has the greatest diversity of Fish Species at Risk
than any other region in Canada.
In the Great Lakes basin, fish SAR are found in a wide range of habitats – from the deepest parts
of the Great lakes where the deepwater ciscoes were found. To the large interconnecting
channels, such as the Detroit River, where the endangered northern madtom is found near the
Peace Fountain. To wetlands, such as the OAC, where the threatened lake chubsucker and
endangered pugnose shiner are found. To large rivers, such as the Grand River, where rare
redhorses are found. And, To small tributaries where the redside dace is found. All of these
habitats present different sampling challenges.

The Great Lakes Laboratory of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences is a Species at Risk Research
Group responsible for science related to the assessment and recovery planning for freshwater
fish and mussel species at risk in Ontario as required by the Species at Risk Act.
Listing of species:
•
Status assessment: COSEWIC (Committee on Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada)
makes assessments, CESCC (Canadian Endangered Species Conservation Council) sets
COSEWIC guidelines
•
Placing on legal protection list: Order in Council
•
Mandatory prohibitions on harming listed endangered (EN) and threatened (TH) species
and their residences
•
Mandatory preparation of recovery plan for EN, TH, management plan for species of
special concern (SSC)
•
Protection of critical habitat will be required
Our research program roles out as follows:
•
Science
•
Assessment (detection, abundance)
•
Identify Limiting Factors / Threats
•
Identify Critical Habitat / Residence
•
Recovery
•
Develop Recovery Strategies / Action Plans
•
Monitoring
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Carolinian Forest Recovery

Introduction
John Ambrose
Canadian Botanical Association
Forest recovery is key to increasing the security of the natural landscape of the Carolinian Zone,
but complicated by the diversity of forest ecosystems and their fragmented state.
The challenges of decreasing the jeopardy of the many plant species and communities will be
reviewed, then we will look at the associated concerns of forest birds at risk, and finally, the one
species that is pivotal to recovery—us.
More will be said about Carolinian forest recovery at the end.
Allen Woodliffe, Ministry of Natural Resources (Carolinian Plant Species & Ecosystems @
Risk) began his career more than 31 years ago as a naturalist at Rondeau Provincial Park. In 1986
he became the District Ecologist for the former Chatham District of the Ministry of Natural
Resources and is currently the District Ecologist for the expanded Aylmer District which
occupies more than 80% of the Carolinian Zone.
There are more than 50 plant species at risk in the woodlands of the Carolinian Forest zone. They
are a significant component of the remaining Carolinian Forests and their 'At Risk' status is a
symptom of the general condition of these woodlands. Some of the reasons for their status will
be reviewed, as well as a discussion on the planning getting underway to begin the recovery
process.
Jon McCracken, Bird Studies Canada (Important Bird Areas & Recovery Planning) joined the
staff of Bird Studies Canada in 1989 where he is the Program Manager. At BSC, Jon heads up a
wide variety of ornithological research and conservation programs locally, regionally and across
the country. He has had a strong involvement in species at risk planning and recovery in Ontario,
and serves on a number of recovery teams.
Recovery planning for Carolinian forest birds at risk in Ontario is underpinned by a basic need to
ensure population viability of the species in question. As such, efforts are focused on identifying
large “core forest complexes” that support significant concentrations of the target species. The
goal is to obtain formal protection for as much of the forested lands within each core area as
possible, and build upon, broaden and link any existing conservation strategies that may already
be in place. What progress has been made so far, and what more is needed?
Jane Bowles, Ecological Consultant (Ecosystem Recovery: the Role of the Human Community) is
Curator of the Herbarium and Director of the Sherwood Fox Arboretum at the University of
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Western Ontario. For many years she has worked as a freelance ecologist in southern Ontario.
She is currently under contract with Environment Canada as a plant Species at Risk consultant.
Ecosystem Recovery includes not only securing and increasing the forest cover, but improving
the condition of forest ecosystems as well. Studies indicate that many southern Ontario forests
show symptoms of chronic poor management such as diameter limit cutting. Recreational use of
forests is on the rise as well. Forest recovery will not be successful without buy-in from private
landowners and the local community working together.
Summary--Recovery Planning for Carolinian Woodlands
The preliminary process of developing a recovery strategy is underway.
While recovery planning began with single species, there is inherent logic in doing whole
ecosystems vs. just one piece at a time, especially if the species have conflicting needs. There
are now several ecosystem recovery plans under way; the Garry Oak plan in western BC is likely
the earliest and most well developed.
There are now several ecosystem recovery plans beginning in southern Ontario, based on
specific community types or defined areas, such as Lake Erie sand spits, Lake Huron sand dune
grasslands, and various river systems. Each has a few key species [e.g., Prickly Pear cactus and
sand spits].
The challenge will be to develop a meaningful strategy with a high diversity of forest and
woodland community types, while also including key species at risk.
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Carolinian Forest Recovery

Ecosystem Recovery – The Role of the Human Community
Jane M. Bowles
Ecological Consultant
The role of the human community in shaping the present landscape of southern Ontario is well
documented. Conversion of what was mostly forest cover to agricultural land, and then urban
areas, began over 200 years ago, and is still continuing today. Ecosystem recovery is not only
about halting this land conversion trend, but reversing it. I will look briefly at the goal of
ecosystem recovery and the barriers to such recovery before identifying the major players and
their roles and responsibilities.
The Carolinian Canada “Big Picture” (Jalava et al, 2000) provides an excellent overall goal for
ecosystem recovery at the landscape level. This is a long-term (multi-century) vision that aims
for 30% natural cover in southern Ontario and that combines a system of core areas with a
network of connecting corridors. Thirty percent natural cover is a consensus opinion of
ecologists in many fields of what is required for a healthy functioning landscape (Environment
Canada, 1998).
Albert Einstein said “The world we have created is a product of our thinking; it cannot be
changed without changing out thinking”. The trends in landscape conversion in southern Ontario
started with a pioneer attitude in which the natural landscape was something to be conquered and
overcome. It has developed from there. Today economic development and growth are gods for
the future. If remnants of natural landscapes are seen as impediments they are often removed.
There is a groundswell of conscience and awareness about the folly of destroying our remaining
natural lands, but it has not yet converted into serious buy-in by the human community, or
effective protection. We live in an age where euphemisms are employed to wrap cozy protective
blankets around unpleasant facts and raw truth. For example names of developments like “Hyde
Park Woods” in London, Ontario are just euphemisms for “subdivision where a forest used to
be”. The extraordinary and dangerous thing is that the human community just doesn’t seem to
get it. People are still paying enormous sums of money, often putting themselves in debt for
decades, to have forests cut down so that they can live where the forests used to be.
Under the Planning Act of Ontario, Section 2.3 of the Provincial Policy Statement provides,
among other natural features and functions, specific protection from development for “significant
woodlands”. Although guidelines are given, the definition of a “significant woodland” is left to
individual municipalities. An enormous amount of thought and effort has gone into finding
legally and scientifically defensible definitions of “significant woodlot”. As they come on line,
updated Official Plans increasing include “significant woodlands”. Identification usually
employs some kind of screening process that includes existing recognition (Areas of Natural and
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Scientific Interest, Conservation Areas, Parks, Nature Reserves, Environmentally Significant
Areas and so on) plus size, quality and location of remnant forests. Several of the very best
woodlands in southern Ontario have some degree of protection. Unfortunately this is not
enough to prevent loss of natural areas let alone provide the basis for ecosystem recovery. Also
the very premise of screening is sadly flawed. The landscape of southern Ontario has a
remaining forest cover, on average, of somewhere between 10 and 12%. All the known
information, the current wisdom and the models suggest that the cover should be around 30% to
be ecologically sustainable. It should be a “no-brainer” therefore that ALL woodlands in
southern Ontario are significant. The question has to be asked why so much effort and expense
has to go into identifying and recognizing “significant woodlands” for protection father than just
protecting them all. What happens in reality is that once a woodland has been screened for
“significance” and fails to make the requisite grade it is essentially “up for grabs” and will be
lost to development.
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) analysis is increasingly employed as a method of
screening. GIS analysis can use digital interpretation of maps, air photos and satellite images in
a very efficient and cost-effective way to select woodland patches with significant features such
as size, shape, connectedness, location and so on. It also has appeal because maps with high
level of visual impact can be produced easily. The problem with relying on remote data is that
some important natural features will be missed. Nicole Carter looked at a data set of about 150
woodland patches in the London area and Oxford County. She examined GIS criteria such as
size, amount of interior, distance to a watercourse and distance to other woodlands and ranked
the woodlands for conservation values based on these. She then used intrinsic features such as
species richness, number of vegetation community types, presence of interior forest species and
rare species to rank the same woodlands and plotted one set of criteria against the other (Carter,
2000). What she found was that although there was a significant trend, the predictability of high
conservation value based on GIS criteria alone was about 10%. The moral is that landscape level
screening processes are probably letting important sites fall through the gaps.
Who are the players in the game of ecosystem recovery and what are their roles and
responsibilities? First of all the politicians hold the world in their hands. They have the ability
to create strong planning legislation that insists on protection of existing features and functions
and provides the mechanisms for recovery. It can and has been done. These are also the people
who make the decisions. Politicians rely on information provided by technical experts, and
ignore it at their peril, but they are ultimately accountable for good and bad planning decisions.
The bureaucrats are the people who implement the planning decisions made by the politicians.
Among the bureaucrats I include all government, agency and municipal employees. These are
the people who actually do the work. They are responsible for gathering and assimilating all the
information that is required to make good planning decisions and for passing this information on
as recommendations to the politicians. They are also responsible for upholding and enforcing
decisions and by-laws and for monitoring outcomes. Often they are swamped with information
and have to deal with conflicting agendas. Theirs is not an easy job, but it is probably the most
important.
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The developers are often portrayed as the evil, greedy, rich guys. They are in the business to
make a profit, but they are catering to the market forces. If house buyers insisted on responsible
development such as compact urban growth and green spaces, instead of suburban sprawl in
what used to be forests, then development patterns would change. However, the developers have
the responsibility of respecting planning decision. Too often this does not happen. When
development proposals are turned down, usually everyone ends up before the Ontario Municipal
Board. OMB Chairs, who are not elected officials, end up making piecemeal decisions. This is
not a recipe for good planning and accountability and is unlikely ever to lead to ecosystem
recovery.
Consultants are technical experts who gather and analyze data that are then passed on as
recommendations. Consultants have the responsibility of being professionally unbiased, but
usually developers are paying them. Like lawyers and prostitutes they often work to provide the
clients with what they want. The mantra of all consultants, regardless of who is footing the bill,
should be “The client is the environment”.
Neighbours are those who live next to natural areas or interact with them in some other way.
There is growing trend in society to view all natural areas as public open space whether they are
or not. The exponential rise in the popularity of outdoor recreation, and especially off road
vehicles (mountain bikes, ATV and snowmobiles) has exacerbated this trend. It threatens the
integrity of many woodlands, because they cannot sustain the level of use. Homes next to forests
are popular and command high prices. Homeowners especially have the responsibility of
respecting property boundaries. Encroachment, whereby homeowners extend their territory into
adjacent natural areas with trails, manicuring, storage, dumping and so on, is an enormous
problem that threatens many urban woodlands, and prevents their recovery.
The forest workers are the people who are responsible for the care and management of
woodlands. This includes foresters and loggers. Ecosystem recovery depends not only on the
amount of forest cover, but also its quality and condition. “A Silvicutural guide to managing
southern Ontario forests” (OMNR, 2000) provides excellent guidelines for best forestry
practices that can ensure protection of forest features and values, whether these are monetary,
aesthetic or ecological. Unfortunately the reality in southern Ontario is that most forests in are
not being optimally managed and show features of chronic poor management. One example is
residual basal area. The “Silviculture Guide” recommends that after logging there should be a
minimum amount of good quality trees of a substantial size (25 cm diameter at breast height) left
standing. The recommended area represented by such trees should be about 15 m2 per hectare.
This ensures maximum tree growth and productivity following cutting. In a study of 100
woodlands in the Maitland River watershed (Bowles et al., 2002) we found that 70-80% of sites,
whether they had been logged recently or not, did not meet this one important criterion of good
management. Similar results have since been found elsewhere. This is probably a direct result
of tree-cutting by-laws in many municipalities. These use diameter limit cutting, where only
trees over a certain size are removed. Such practice has been popular because it is easy to do
(you just cut the large trees), easy to enforce and it has been the traditional practice for many
years, but it is not good forestry practice. Such is the inertia, that recent attempts in southern
Ontario to have forests marked and cut according to the guidelines have resulted in loggers being
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uninterested in bidding on contracts because the short-term returns are relatively lower.
Sometimes you can’t follow good management practices even if you want to.
Academics are responsible for doing the research to answer questions about the effects and
success of recovery efforts. Sometimes research with a direct practical application is scorned as
not “pure science” and so the right questions do not get asked. There has to be more integration
and co-operation between the scientists and those who apply the science. There has been some
progress on this, but research in conservation biology is chronically poorly funded.
The environmental non-government organizations (ENGOs) provide the community conscience.
They contain the tireless volunteers and the people with the passion to lobby, and pester and
raise awareness until the politicians listen. Persistent campaigns by ENGOs have been very
successful in changing planning at all levels of government. Their role is extremely important
and growing.
Among this human community of politicians, bureaucrats, ENGOs, forest workers, developers,
consultants and academics the most important of all are the landholders, those who actually own
the land. No recovery strategies can be successful without bringing landholders on side. Much
effort and considerable amounts of resources have gone into securing land for protection. These
range from information programs and voluntary landowner stewardship through incentives to
outright acquisition. Ecosystem recovery across that landscape will require that the whole
human community support landowners in their key responsibility.
I have the privilege to be involved in a small experiment in ecosystem recovery that incorpoartes
some of these ideas. In 2003 I was retained by Walpole Island First Nation to assist in the
preparation of a draft ecosystem recovery strategy for the community. Here there are five main
ecosystems (prairie, savannah, forest, wetlands and coastal waters) and more than 50 species at
risk to be considered. There is also a human community with a strong culture and ancient
traditions of caring for the land. This human community is also under threat from the forces of
the outside world. It was very clear from the beginning that for the recovery strategy to be
successful the human community must embrace it and it must incorporate the philosophies
embedded in First Nations traditions. The draft strategy (Bowles, 2004) therefore emphasizes
the need for recovery actions within the human community as strongly as it does the need for
protection and recovery of threatened species and ecosystems. Much of the recovery effort to
date has focussed on involving the people of Walpole Island First Nation.
Always remember the words of Margaret Mead; “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
committed citizens can change the world. Indeed it is the only thing that ever has.”
References:
Bowles, J.M. 2004. Walpole Island: a recovery strategy. Draft. Prepared for Walpole Island
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Carolinian Forest Recovery

Important Bird Areas & Recovery Planning
for Carolinian Forest Birds at Risk
John McCracken
Bird Studies Canada
BSC’s current species at risk programs are focused on projects that work to recover rare,
threatened and endangered bird species in eastern Canada. Our role in these recovery activities
runs the gamut, from writing recovery plans, formulating recovery teams, and initiating
population monitoring and research studies, to on-the ground recovery actions and habitat
stewardship. It is very difficult, time consuming and expensive to undertake effective recovery
efforts. It is much more expedient to identify and research potential species at risk while they are
still reasonably common. “Keeping Common Birds Common” really is the key theme to bird
conservation.
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Landscape and Ecosystem Recovery

Introduction
Tara Tchir
Upper Thames River Conservation Authority
Community education and involvement in the initial phases of recovery strategy is important to
the overall success of a recovery plan.
When developing your landscape or ecosystem recovery plan identify your goal and set realistic
targets to meet that goal. This will help in determining the success of your strategy.
Before you begin you need support from outside agencies and/or community groups to list your
potential recovery species.
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Landscape and Ecosystem Recovery

Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus – Lake Erie Sand Spit Savannas
Vicki McKay
Species at Risk Biologist, Point Pelee National Park
The Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus – Lake Erie Sand Spit Savannas Recovery Strategy evolved
from single species recovery requirements for the Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus into an ecosystembased recovery strategy. The species this recovery strategy encompasses, some of the threats
that they face and the current research and actions being undertaken to improve our
understanding of the species and ecosystem, providing the basis for effective management, are
discussed.
The Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus is one of eight Parks Canada Agency “priority” Species at Risk.
A large proportion of the distribution of these species occur on Parks Canada lands and as such,
Parks Canada has been identified as having the lead for recovery planning within the three
responsible federal departments (Environment Canada, Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Parks
Canada Agency).
Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus is distributed throughout eastern North America, and is only
considered of conservation concern in a few US states. However, it is an endangered species in
Canada and Ontario, protected by the Species at Risk Act federally and Ontario’s Endangered
Species Act provincially. It is found in only two sites in all of Canada, with the population at
Point Pelee National Park being the largest and healthiest. As such, the Point Pelee National
Park Species at Risk Biologist was charged with organizing a recovery team and developing a
recovery strategy for the Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus.
The initial meeting involved interested representatives from Point Pelee National Park, Ontario
Parks (who manage the second Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus site), Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources, the Natural Heritage Information Centre, Pelee Island Heritage Centre, the
universities of Windsor, Guelph and York and local First Nations.
The first decision to be made was to establish at what scale recovery planning would be
undertaken. Four scales of recovery planning are recognized. Single species planning would
strictly deal with the recovery of the Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus. Multi-species recovery
planning is generally used to deal with a number of, usually related, species with similar threats.
However, it can also be used to address conflicts between different species using a similar habitat
as has been done with the Acadian Flycatcher and Hooded Warbler. Ecosystem planning deals
with an ecosystem that is not necessarily contiguous, considering the integrity of the whole
system, including its component species. Lastly, landscape planning deals with a multitude of
ecosystems within a contiguous area.
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The Recovery Team that was formed decided to take an ecosystem-approach to recovery for a
number of reasons. First, many Species at Risk, both nationally and provincially recognized, are
found in the same habitats as Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus. These include 24 other plants, two
birds, three (possibly four) butterflies, one tiger beetle, one toad, Ontario’s only lizard, five
snakes and two turtles for a total of 40 or 41 species.
Secondly, the species in these habitats experience similar threats. The most significant of these
is habitat loss resulting from the natural processes of habitat succession and storm activity.
However, alterations to coastal processes, in particular, shoreline protection resulting in the
alteration of the sand budget delivered to these habitats, is believed to be a significant factor
behind these two apparently natural causes of habitat loss. The suppression of other natural
processes like fire has also likely played a role in advancing habitat succession.
Other threats include development, trampling, exotic species impacts, over-grazing by deer,
collection (particularly of Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus), isolation of populations and genetic
depression and/or contamination.
An ecosystem approach was also taken to ensure that recovery actions for one Species at Risk do
not conflict with the needs of another. While most species in this ecosystem thrive in open, early
successional habitats, a few, like the Yellow-breasted Chat and White-eyed Vireo, prefer thickets
that occur during the later stages of succession. There is a need, therefore, to maintain a mosaic
of habitats to suit the differing needs of all species in the ecosystem.
Lastly, the habitats that Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus and other affiliated Species at Risk are found
in are rare (S2) to extremely rare (S1) in Ontario, and are in need of long-term protection and
management to retain and restore their ecological integrity. As with the species found in these
habitats, succession and the alteration of coastal processes are likely to two most significant
threats.
Once an ecosystem approach was chosen, the challenge became defining the ecosystem. This
was more difficult than it would seem because different names have been provided to similar
habitats over time with, in some cases, little or no description of the habitat itself or its
component species. Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus was chosen as the focal species. This species
has been found in habitats described as sand prairie, juniper savanna and red cedar savanna.
Associated habitats containing some of the same Species at Risk complement included duneassociated black oak savanna and red cedar-cottonwood savannas. This group of habitats was
termed the Lake Erie Sand Spit Savannas by the Recovery Team and is the ecosystem that the
team will be working to recover. On-going Ecological Land Classification work will better
describe this ecosystem and its component habitats and species.
The sites to be included were first based on the presence of native Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus –
found at Point Pelee and Fish Point, Pelee Island with an historical record from the 1880s from
Long Point. Beyond the two extant native sites, the associated habitats are also found at
Rondeau, adjacent Erieau and Long Point. Other sites considered for inclusion were Lighthouse
Point on Pelee Island (determined to be man-made), Turkey Point, Point Burwell and Point
Abino. This last site may have supported red cedar savanna type habitats historically.
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Two types of sites also had to be identified. These are primary successional sites maintained by
coastal processes and secondary successional sites like old cottage sites and abandoned farm
fields maintained by harsh environmental conditions (nutrient deficiencies and temperature
extremes).
Many species were considered for inclusion. Those selected included Eastern Prickly Pear
Cactus, the focal species, 32 “Principal Species”, mostly plants, whose distribution on the Lake
Erie Sand Spits is restricted almost entirely to the Lake Erie Sand Spit Savanna habitat types and
seven “Associated Species” who depend on the Lake Erie Sand Spit Savannas for a portion of
their life history (e.g. nesting or feeding), but range over other habitats on the sand spits as well.
These include snakes and turtles. One final “Potential Species”, for which there exists only a
single record, was included so that additional information could be gathered to determine
whether or not it should be included in the recovery plan. Species selected included seven
“Principal” COSEWIC species, Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus, Common Hoptree, Dwarf
Hackberry, Eastern Yellow-breasted Chat, Climbing Prairie Rose, Five-lined Skink and Fowler’s
Toad, six “Associated” COSEWIC species and 27 additional provincially-listed species (S1-S3
& SH).
Research has been initiated primarily on the focal species, Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus, funded
by Parks Canada Agency and the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources’ Species at Risk
Programs.
Cacti has the ability to clone. This happens when cactus pads break off and become rooted in the
soil. Based on genetics research conducted in the late 1990s, there were concerns that Point
Pelee’s cactus populations might represent a few clones. More recent DNA fingerprinting by
Dr. Lesley Lovett-Doust and her researchers at the University of Windsor has shown that all
patches sampled to date are unique individuals and that genetic variation even exists within
patches. Current studies focus on the relationships of Ontario’s native populations to each other,
known transplanted patches in Ontario and nearby populations in the United States. Already we
know that significant genetic variation exists at Point Pelee, with inland sites being more similar
to populations in Tennessee than to populations along the Point Pelee shoreline only a short
distance away!
Reproductive studies have shown that Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus cannot self-pollinate.
Multiple flower visitors are needed for the best pollination results. Seedling survival research
indicates that low light conditions and excessive sand burial limited seedling survival while
nutrient and water availability did not. Demography work will ensure that cactus patches are
monitored periodically to determine population trends. In addition, a population viability
analysis will determine the long-term ability of populations to survive.
Research has shown that Eastern Prickly Pear Cactus pollinators are common insect species that
are not likely to limit reproductive success. Floral biology studies examined floral features to
determine their importance to cactus pollinators. Pollen was found to provide nutritious food for
the broods of bee pollinators. Research is also being done to determine which species spread
cactus seed. Habitat analysis work has also been done using air photo overlays (1931, 1952,
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1972, 1980 and 2000) to map and compare the location of red cedar savanna habitat over time as
well as the losses and gains in shoreline dune habitats.
The Recovery Strategy will outline the actions necessary for recovery of the Lake Erie Sand Spit
Savannas ecosystem and its many component species with priorities for action. This will include
inventory, monitoring, habitat protection, research, management, restoration, education and
communications. One such action is vegetation mapping and classification of all Lake Erie Sand
Spit Savanna habitats. This work has been completed at Rondeau Provincial Park and is
currently underway at Point Pelee National Park.
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Landscape and Ecosystem Recovery
Walpole Island Ecosystem Plan
Clint Jacobs
Walpole Island Heritage Centre
I’d like to thank Carolinian Canada for this opportunity to speak before you. I’m going to talk
briefly about the Walpole Island Ecosystem Recovery Strategy. But first I want to introduce you
to Walpole Island or Bkejwanong – which in the Ojibwe language means “Where the Waters
Divide.”
Walpole Island is located at the heart of the Great Lakes – on the north shores of Lake St. Clair
and about 30 km south of Sarnia. We are situated in one of the most developed regions in
Ontario – surrounded by agriculture and industry and on a major international shipping corridor.
Much of the natural habitat in the surrounding area has been lost or severely fragmented.
Taking a closer look at Walpole Island. We are Canada’s southernmost Aboriginal Territory.
Composed of over 3,000 people from the Ojibwe, Pottawatomi, and Odawa tribes. Collectively
we call ourselves – the Council of Three Fires. Our population is a young and growing one –
about 50% are under the age of 30. Walpole Island is made up of 6 islands that cover
approximately 91 square miles. Artifacts found on Walpole suggest that our people have
occupied the islands for as long as 6,000 years ago.
Walpole Island has about 12,000 acres of agriculture; 17,000 acres of wetlands; About 6,400
acres of deciduous forest cover; and about 2,000 acres of tallgrass prairie and oak savanna
habitat.
We are located in the species rich Carolinian Life Zone. With some of the most biologically
diverse natural areas remaining in Ontario or Canada. These include: species rich coastal
waterways, one of the largest wetland systems remaining in the Great Lakes basin, large tracts of
tallgrass prairie and oak savanna habitat, and Carolinian forests. These features are of global
importance and Walpole Island has been recognized internationally for them.
Our traditional connection with the Land What has kept these ecosystems intact on Walpole
Island through hunting and fishing, gathering medicines and food, and spiritual enjoyment and
recreation. The results of that traditional connection has helped Walpole Island support many
forms of life. Including an abundance of different life-forms – from mammals, to different birds
and waterfowl, to creatures large and small.
That traditional connection has also resulted in Walpole Island supporting many rare plants and
animals. Over 50 species are listed as endangered, threatened or of special concern - including
some not found anywhere else in Canada. From the endangered Northern Bobwhite Quail; to the
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Spotted Turtle; to Showy Goldenrod; the Southern Flying Squirrel; and the endangered Small
White Lady’s Slipper.
For a number of those endangered species – Walpole Island remains the stronghold for their
populations. For example – the Small White Lady’s Slipper orchid – which blooms for about 15
days in May is only found in a couple places in Ontario. Walpole Island has over 90% of the
remaining population of this endangered species left in Ontario. We counted over 13,000
flowering clumps of this species on Walpole just last year
Another example – is Showy Goldenrod which is only found on Walpole Island – nowhere else
in Canada.
Trying to raise awareness of the species at risk found on Walpole Island has been difficult. For
many people on Walpole Island – it is difficult to comprehend that some of these species are at
risk of being lost – when they may have 1,000s of an endangered species right out their door or
in their backyard.
Why are WE doing recovery on Walpole?
Well – for one – we have a tradition of caring for the Land and we want to keep the natural areas
on Walpole for future generations. We are taking a holistic approach to recovery on Walpole –
by focusing on the ecosystems that support many rare and common species and by taking into
account the human connection and our cultural ties to the Land. Protecting our Future – by
restoring the ties with our past!
The process started in 2001 when we signed a “Conservation and Recovery Agreement”
partnering our First Nation with Environment Canada to develop a Strategy to protect the 5 main
ecosystems on Walpole Island and the species at risk within them. We developed a Team and
for the next couple of years we spent time gathering community input – to help us shape the
Strategy. Then we put pen to paper and started writing the Ecosystem Recovery Strategy. This
year – over the past few months we have been gaining community feedback through focus group
discussions – to help determine whether we are on the right track.
I have to step back to when we first started this whole process. When we first discussed doing
this – I did not believe there was a need for recovery on Walpole Island. Only to CONSERVE
the existing habitat – since we had some of the largest and most diverse habitats remaining. My
eyes were opened though – when we completed a few GIS projects with the University of
Western Ontario that studied land use changes on Walpole – then I had a change of heart. Those
projects demonstrated the need for RECOVERY on Walpole Island. By taking a look back at
our history with the land and how things looked back then – helped to put things into
prospective.
Down-listing species at risk is the ultimate goal of all recovery. Yet for Walpole Island to
attempt to do that in isolation may be impossible. As I mentioned earlier – for some of those
species at risk on Walpole – our First Nation is the stronghold for their populations. An example
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is Dense Blazingstar. As you can see – it is found all over the Island – in fact we counted an
estimated 140,000 of them in 2003. They are literally all over the Island.
Successful species at risk recovery on Walpole alone will not result in down-listing the species at
the national level since the area of occupancy is so small. To actually down-list them would
require recovery actions well beyond Walpole Island.
Recovering species and spaces at risk is a goal we share. Re-establishing species at risk and their
habitats – where they have been historically recorded is a challenge that faces us. To be
successful – we need your support.
Together WE can make it happen.
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Evaluating the Tallgrass Communities Recovery Plan:
Accomplishments, Lessons Learned, and Where to Go from
Here
Lindsay Rodger
Tallgrass Ontario

Why we can’t fail at recovery planning and action
We’re in the midst of the biggest era of extinction since the dinosaurs disappeared. And looking
at the current trends in Canada, many threats to species are increasing, not decreasing. Last year,
World Wildlife Fund Canada (WWF-Canada) released The Nature Audit: Setting Canada’s
Conservation Agenda for the 21st Century (WWF-Canada 2003). This report assessed trends in
the state of biodiversity in Canada, the pressures acting on biodiversity, and analyzed the efforts
in Canada to conserve biodiversity. The findings showed that the “human footprint” of pressure
on wildlife and their habitats was very high in southern Canada, and was also spreading
northward and out into Canada’s marine ecoregions. So, species and ecosystem recovery efforts
have an important but challenging role to play in Canada.
Another reason we should be trying our best to avoid failure is because we are investing a lot in
recovery. According to the Recovery of Nationally Endangered Wildlife’s 2003-04 report
(RENEW 2004), over $30 million was expended on recovery in the past year. This figure
includes the employment equivalent of approximately 140 full time staff. As well, it notes that
over 250 organizations made financial contributions, and approximately 350 organizations and
individuals participated on recovery teams.

Are we gaining ground?
With all the effort and resourcing currently going into species and ecosystem recovery efforts, it
is important to determine how much success we are having. There are many signs of progress,
which is heartening. But are we really gaining ground? There are some signs of concern out
there. Take tallgrass communities recovery as an example. Tallgrass Ontario, through the
leadership of Dr. Will Wilson, is in the final stages of completing a comprehensive survey of
known remnants across southern Ontario. Each site is being evaluated according to Ecological
Land Classification, and assessed for presence/absence of tallgrass community indicator species.
Information about adjacent landscape elements, basic geographical information, and any
immediate threats to the site are also being recorded. This information is being assembled in a
GIS-based format, and will be an invaluable tool to help suggest conservation priorities.
However, the work has uncovered some bad news for tallgrass recovery. The results have not
been finalized, but early indications show that up to 50% of known tallgrass remnants are now so
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degraded that they do not qualify as tallgrass communities under the classification systems used.
This is a wake up call for recovery efforts, and a reminder that we don’t have forever to get
recovery right.

Tallgrass Communities Recovery Plan: a quick history
In 1997, WWF-Canada and the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources joined forces to explore
ideas for recovering species at risk in tallgrass communities. The original plan was to write a few
single-species recovery plans. At the time, there were approximately 25 COSEWIC-listed
species associated with tallgrass communities in this tiny proportion of Canada. Most of them
shared a number one threat: habitat loss and degradation. Thus, recovering these species meant
recovering tallgrass communities as a whole. The final decision was made to start out by writing
a plan for the entire ecological community, focusing on the need to conserve and recover the
habitat on which all of the species depend. The assumption was that this would be a more
efficient, effective way of dealing with the biggest threats, and a good basis on which to build
more species-specific efforts. The tallgrass communities recovery plan (TGRP; Rodger 1998)
laid out the actions necessary to recover tallgrass communities across southern Ontario. It laid
out eight goals, under which 66 individual actions were recommended.

Six years later: time to take stock of recovery progress
Over the last six years since the TGRP was finalized, there has been a huge amount of recovery
activity by the tallgrass community in southern Ontario. Tallgrass Ontario, the charitable
organization that helps to coordinate the implementation of the recovery plan, was established.
This organization is best described as a network of organizations and individuals working
together to conserve Ontario tallgrass communities and associated wildlife species. Coordination
and communication amongst tallgrass restorationists and practitioners has increased markedly, as
has applied scientific research and remnant inventory efforts. Landowner outreach, remnant
protection and stewardship projects have sprung up, and many tallgrass creation projects, from
backyards to “the back 40,” can be found underway across the region.
Now that the TGRP has run its five-year time horizon, Tallgrass Ontario thought it would be
wise to evaluate accomplishments to date and take a critical look at the plan itself before
renewing or re-writing it. It was hoped that this evaluation would be completed by this time, and
a full report on the results could be presented at this conference. Unfortunately, the evaluation is
currently only at the early stages. So, my comments here are more a reflection of my own
thinking to date about the tallgrass recovery planning experience, and my experience with other
Canadian recovery planning and action efforts over the past 10 years.
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Recovery planning: lessons learned to date
Through observing and participating in numerous species recovery planning and implementation
projects over the past decade, I would propose the following seven recommendations for future
efforts:
1. Set a long-term goal, and increments to getting to the goal
The TGRP, like most Canadian species recovery plans, was written on a five-year time horizon;
but five years is a very short time period relative to the time required for the full recovery
process. The TGRP did not present a vision for what a successfully restored tallgrass community
would look like in southern Ontario. An over-focus on short timelines can prevent recovery
teams from looking forward to see where they are aiming at in the long run. It is also difficult to
measure success when you don’t define at the outset what success looks like. Some recovery
plans, then, may short-change themselves by the current standard five-year plan time horizon.
There are some examples of plans that are taking a longer view, such as the conservation strategy
of bowhead whales in the Eastern Canadian Arctic (Moshenko, Cosens and Thomas 2003),
which sets out a 100-year conservation vision for the recovery of the species.
While setting out a long-term vision for recovery is important for guiding the recovery effort,
there is no point in setting forward a vision that is completely unattainable. Set out increments to
attaining the overall goal or vision; this will help provide a check to see if your goal and
timelines are at all realistic.
2. Be realistic, strategic
When developing a recovery plan, be realistic about what can be achieved in a limited amount of
time. The TGRP lists 66 different actions; this is far too many to accomplish in a five-year time
horizon. When choosing amongst possible recovery actions, be strategic and prioritize amongst
possible choices. Think about the order of actions needed to get to the long-term goal. Ask
yourself, if the recovery team could only accomplish three things in the next five years, what
should they be? After choosing, ensure you focus the team’s energies and resources to ensure
those three highest priority actions are accomplished.
3. Identify the key factors causing decline and address them
One of the first priorities in recovery should be to identify the key factors causing threat and/or
decline. Recovery efforts are unlikely to succeed without addressing these factors as top priority
actions in the recovery plan. Ensure you have the basic facts straight. Tallgrass Ontario should
have put a bigger effort earlier to accumulate the basic remnant status information it is now
collecting. Without this, the organization could not prioritize to ensure it was focusing efforts on
conserving key remnants at risk, which arguably should be its number one priority.
5. Balance research and action
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Applied research is often a priority effort in recovery; often there are important questions that
need answers before the recovery team can determine how to proceed with recovery action.
However, this effort should be balanced with action-oriented work that the team knows will help
the survival and recovery of the species or ecosystem in question.
6. Ensure you have all the right people on your team
Recovery isn’t just about the biology of the species or ecosystem – it’s about good planning and
strategy, it’s about habitat conservation, partner relations, fundraising, socio-economic analysis,
education & outreach, and much more. Recovery teams should make sure they’ve got people on
their teams who have talents in all the areas in which they need assistance. In the tallgrass
situation, for example, maintaining and recovering tallgrass remnants is key, and most remnants
are privately owned. While the recovery effort is working at landowner contact, it could use
more expertise and dedicated assistance with landowner relations, and a bigger toolkit of
securement options to offer. Mixing biologists with planners, analysts, extension experts,
fundraisers and farmers may make the recovery team look on the outside like a bit of a motley
crew, but you need to bring those complementary skills together and forge ways of working
together to get the job done.
7. Make each objective measurable
How will you know when your actions have led to the objectives being achieved? Although it’s
early stages in the TGRP evaluation process, it’s clear to me already that we should have spent
more time up front specifying what exactly we expected, what constituted “success” for each
action, and determining a way to actually measure and quantify that. Sometimes it’s easy to see
that you’ve made progress, and easy to see what the next logical step is; sometimes it’s easy to
know when you’ve failed, but harder to really quantify your success. Usually, though, it is a real
challenge to determine and quantify exactly how successful you’ve been. I would urge all
recovery teams to spend some time ensuring their objectives are measurable.
8. Do ongoing evaluations to make sure you’re on track
Don’t wait until the end of the recovery plan’s time horizon to evaluate whether you’re making
appropriate headway. Annual evaluation is important to make sure recovery efforts are on track,
and to feed intelligence into action planning for the coming year. If a team finds it’s not making
appropriate progress, it can determine the cause before making the same error twice. Evaluation
doesn’t have to be onerous, and will be much easier if the time is spent up front laying out
quantifiable measures of success.

The recovery planning trend in Canada: do we really know what works?
Recovery takes time – species on the brink aren’t going to be recovered without years of effort
and investment, even if we’re doing everything right. But after several decades of intense
recovery planning and action in Canada, we should be able to answer this question – and provide
proof of that answer – better than we can today. We’re not doing the best job of testing and
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measuring the processes we’re using to try to recover species. And that could mean in some
cases we’re wasting money, time, and – worst of all – sending more species to extinction.
I would encourage recovery teams to critically analyze the relative success of their methods and
share the evaluation results with others so we can all learn from the experiences across the
region, and across the country. Let’s make sure we’re headed in the right direction and we keep
going that way.
As for Tallgrass Ontario, the organization is intending to complete its evaluation of the expired
recovery plan and accomplishments made in the past six years, and it will be renewing the
recovery plan over the coming year. The organization would be very happy to share the learning
that comes from that process with all who are interested. Please check the website at
www.tallgrassontario.org for more information about Tallgrass Ontario and tallgrass
communities recovery.
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Aquatic Species-at-Risk Recovery in the Ausable
Mari Veliz
Ausable-Bayfield Conservation Authority
The Ausable River originates in the moraines around the Village of Staffa in Perth County (1075
feet above sea level). The river takes over 150 miles to get to its outlet (Port Franks) which is
only 40 miles from its source (Staffa). The Ausable River drains 665 square miles or 1142 km2
of land. The river falls 500 ft. from source to outlet. The Ausable River had 4 major tributaries:
Black Creek, Little Ausable River, Nairn Creek and Parkhill Creek.
Species at Risk found in this River system are:
•
Fish – lake chubsucker, pugnose shiner, black and river redhorse, greenside darter,
bigmouth buffalo
•
Mussels – kidneyshell, northern riffleshell, wavy-rayed, snuffbox
•
Reptiles – map turtle spiny softshell, queen snake
There are two distinct habitats in the Ausable. The Old Ausable Channel – habitat for lake
chubsucker and pugnose shiner. The Ausable River particularly south of the Nairn tributary
habitat for the reptiles and the mussels.
In order to improve the status of the SAR in the Ausable River, a Recovery Process has been
established. Recovery involves recovery action plans and implementation groups. The synthesis
step summarized existing information to best determine possible explanations for the decline in
these species. Deforestation occurred between 1850 and 1910. There is currently 13% forest
cover and 85 % agriculture and 2 % wetlands.
So how do we address these threats? There are broad strategies for improvement including:
•
Management – agency cooperation
•
Research
•
Outreach
•
Stewardship
To see how these broad strategies work I have picked an example sub-basin. The Nairn Creek
sub-basin is a 130 km2 area. This sub-basin was originally identified in a 2001 Fish Habitat
Management Plan as a priority sub-basin due to the sensitivity of cold-water fishes. However,
due to its importance in contributing to base-flow in the main Ausable Channel it has been
recognized as important in the Recovery Process. (This brings up a side point – that the recovery
process attempts to work with existing processes)
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One project that originated due to land use practices that occur in this basin (also occur across
southwestern Ontario landscape) is the enclosure of open surface watercourses. The waterline in
the Nairn area and the many drains/ditches are enclosed. The length of enclosure is 37 %.
Headwater streams have important functions with respect to sediment retention, hydrology and
nutrient recycling. What happens to these processes in enclosed settings? The ABCA and DFO
established a committee to conduct a lit review.
The lit review found no references re: drain enclosure but did help the committee id 5 key
questions that need to be addressed:
1. What are the impacts of enclosing drains compared to the impacts of surrounding land
use on headwater functions?
2. Does enclosure affect downstream water quality?
3. Do open drains perform headwater functions?
4. How do BMPs affect headwater function?
5. Do enclosed drains perform headwater functions?
As for on the ground work, habitat improvement work in this sub-basin includes:
•
Removal of on-line obstruction to flow
With increased attention (such as individualized letters, pamphlets and public meetings), there
has been an uptake of stewardship programs not realized in other sub-basins (in 2004 10* as
many trees were planted here compared to other sub-basins) There has been slight increases
since 1985:
•
1985 – 8.9 %
•
1999 – 9.1 %
•
2004 – 9.3 %
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Freshwater Biodiversity at the Crossroads
Shawn Staton
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
The watersheds of Carolinian Canada are the jewels of freshwater biodiversity in Canada. Here,
in this most southerly region of the country, fish and freshwater mussel species richness peaks.
Of some 230 native and introduced fish species, up to 102 species are found in individual
watersheds of southwestern Ontario. Similarly, of some 55 species of freshwater mussels found
nationally, up to 34 species are known from the Sydenham River watershed within the
Carolinian region. Such high aquatic diversity in southwestern Ontario can be attributed to the
following reasons:
• Many species are at the northern limit of their range.
• This region enjoys some of the mildest climate in Canada.
• Biogeography: this region is closest to the Mississippian refugium which had the highest
species richness (77 fishes and 35 mussel species colonized Ontario from this glacial
refugium).
Not surprisingly, the pattern of species at risk distribution across the country mirrors that of
overall diversity with the majority of species at risk occurring in the watersheds of southwestern
Ontario. Of 11 freshwater mussels currently listed in Canada, 8 species occur solely in this
region with all 8 species known from the Sydenham River. Similarly, as many as 13 fish species
at risk are known from individual watersheds in southwestern Ontario. Many of these species at
risk are at the northern limit of their range (and sometimes more common in the US), however
several are globally rare, including the northern riffleshell (END), rayed bean (END), northern
madtom (END) and pugnose shiner (END). Such species tend to have a unique subset of life
history and ecological characteristics which make them particularly vulnerable to environmental
degradation.
Habitat loss and degradation (due to human stresses) is the predominant threat factor
contributing to the endangerment of freshwater fishes and mussels in Canada; aquatic invasive
species represents another significant threat. Human impact on the freshwater environment can
be summarized by a “human stress index” which is based on the average of all agricultural,
industrial and population stress values for each watershed. When mapped nationally, the pattern
of highest human stress overlaps with the distributions of species at risk and high biodiversity of
the Carolinian region. The threat of aquatic invasive species is most severe in the Great Lakes
basin. With over 180 aquatic invasive species in the region, the watersheds of Carolinian
Canada are subject to the greatest number of invasive species in the country. Although these
invasives include plants, algae, and other invertebrates, readily available and complete datasets
are only available for fishes. The impacts of aquatic invasive species were summarized as the
total number of introduced fish species by watershed.
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To determine watersheds of highest conservation priority, a priority ranking score was applied to
tertiary watersheds across Canada. Priority ranks were determined by summing the individual
scores of the 6 parameters:
Priority Rank =

Biodiversity [fishes + freshwater mussels] + SAR diversity
[fishes + freshwater mussels] + SAR threats [human
stress +
invasive species]

Not surprisingly, the scoring system identified the watersheds of Carolinian Canada as high
priority watersheds in terms of biodiversity under stress. Unfortunately, this ‘crossroads of
freshwater biodiversity’ occurs where threats from human impacts and aquatic invasive species
are most severe. To ensure the preservation of aquatic diversity in watersheds of the Grand,
Thames, Sydenham and Ausable rivers, an aquatic ecosystem approach to recovery planning is
underway.
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Sydenham River Recovery Actions
Muriel Andreae
St. Clair Region Conservation Authority

The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, Environment Canada and Fisheries and Oceans
Canada approved the National Recovery Strategy for Species At Risk in the Sydenham River on
June 11 2003. It is the first river-based, ecosystem recovery strategy to be approved in Canada,
and its long-term goal is:
“To sustain and enhance the native aquatic communities of the Sydenham River through
an ecosystem approach that focuses on Species At Risk.”
There are three Sydenham Rivers in Ontario. The river, in this case, is the Sydenham River that
is located in southwestern Ontario and flows through parts of Middlesex, Lambton and ChathamKent Counties. It is the largest inland river wholly situated within “Carolinian Canada”. The
2700 square kilometre watershed has only 70,000 people and is largely an agricultural watershed
with the two largest towns each having only 15,000 people. High levels of nutrients and of
suspended solids characterize the Sydenham. Aquatic Species At Risk include seven mussel
species (all Endangered), eight fish species (one Endangered, two Threatened and five Special
Concern) and one Threatened turtle species, the Eastern Spiny Softshell Turtle.
The Sydenham River is home to a greater diversity of freshwater mussels than any other river in
Canada. Janice Metcalfe-Smith, of Environment Canada’s National Water Research Institute,
has been a lead mussel researcher on the Sydenham, and she considers the Northern Riffleshell
to be a “signature” species for this river. This species is globally rare and, as evidenced by the
presence of both genders in all age classes, the Sydenham has a healthy and reproducing
population of Northern Riffleshells. This is one of only three known reproducing populations of
this species, in the world. Healthy specimens of Snuffbox, Kidneyshell and Round Hickorynut
(note the latter two have been listed as Endangered since the Recovery Strategy was written) are
also found in the Sydenham but the Wavy-rayed Lampmussel is doing well in the Thames and
Grand Rivers but is not thriving in the Sydenham.
The sixth Endangered mussel, the Rayed Bean, is small (about the size of kidney beans), and
lives buried 6 to 10 cm down in the riverbed. They are, therefore, difficult to find during field
surveys that involve kneeling in the river and “raccooning” along the river bottom. Again, the
Sydenham has a healthy population of this species, but the living habits of this species illustrate
why mussels are vulnerable. If the riverbed were to be buried in silt from uncontrolled urban or
agricultural runoff, the habitat for this species would be lost.
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All these freshwater mussels are dependent on a vertebrate host for the completion of their life
cycle. Their fertilized eggs hatch into “glochidia” which must latch onto the gills or fins of a
fish, and be carried there as an ecto-parasite for a number of weeks before dropping off onto the
river substrate, forming a shell and becoming sedentary. Each mussel species has one or more
specific fish species on which its glochidia are dependent in order to complete this phase of their
life cycle. The fish hosts of these mussel species are known for the U.S. populations, but in
some cases the American species of host fish does not occur in Canada. Research into the
Canadian fish hosts of rare mussel species has been carried out at University of Guelph under Dr.
Gerry Mackie. One of Dr. Mackie’s graduate students, Daelynn Woolnough, found that the
Rayed Bean used Greenside Darter as a host. This finding has been replicated by Dr. Mackie’s
current research assistant, Kelly McNichols. The Greenside Darter is itself a species of Special
Concern, so the relationship between these two Species At Risk illustrates why an ecosystemwide approach is necessary for the recovery of Species At Risk. Research is continuing at
Guelph into the fish hosts of the other rare mussel species. This requires collecting gravid
females of the endangered species, establishing them in aquaria at Guelph, introducing one
species of Canadian fish per tank and monitoring for successful development of mussels.
One freshwater mussel that is not dependent on a fish in the glochidial stage is the Mudpuppy
Mussel. This species, thought to have disappeared from Canada, was found in one reach of the
Sydenham in the late 1990s. The glochidia of this species depend on Mudpuppies. In this case,
the health and abundance of the host species has been confirmed during two years of research by
the Canadian Wildlife Service, but Mudpuppy Mussels themselves remain endangered.
The Sydenham River Recovery Strategy recommended the formation of Recovery Action
Groups, and also recommended actions to be undertaken by these groups.
Research and Monitoring Actions, by the National Water Research Institute of Environment
Canada, University of Guelph, Royal Ontario Museum, Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources and the St. Clair Region Conservation Authority, have included
surveys of mussel and fish species and their habitats; damselfly and dragonfly surveys; water
quality monitoring; and benthic sampling.
Stewardship Actions have received financial support through the Sydenham River Habitat
Stewardship Program that is financed by Environment Canada with matching or in-kind support
from private landowners in the watershed, the St. Clair Region Conservation Authority and the
three OMNR Stewardship groups in the region. To date, $900,000 in grants has helped 386
landowner projects valued at more than $2.8 million. Actions have included streambank
stabilization and naturalization; fragile land retirement; clean water diversion from livestock
operations; nutrient management storage improvements; improvements in septic systems;
riparian buffers; livestock restrictions from watercourses; and wetland creation and
enhancement.
Outreach and Awareness Actions have included: extensive media coverage in the newspaper and
television; outdoor education programs on Endangered Species in the classroom setting and
outdoors; presentations to community groups; and development of the website
www.sydenhamriver.on.ca. Staff have also made presentations to agricultural commodity
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groups; developed a Species At Risk display which has been used at agricultural fairs and public
events; developed a Public Service Announcement/TV advertisement with the Upper Thames
and Ausable Conservation Authorities, and have produced annual newsletters entitled “Aquatic
Species at Risk in the Sydenham River Watershed” which have been distributed with the weekly
newspapers throughout the watershed every spring.
Partnership has been vital, and continuing. Partners have included Environment Canada,
Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Government of Canada’s Habitat Stewardship Program for
Species at Risk, Middlesex Stewardship Committee, Ontario Great Lake Renewal Foundation,
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, Royal Ontario Museum, Rural Lambton Stewardship
Network, St. Clair Region Conservation Authority, Stewardship Kent, University of Guelph and
World Wildlife Fund.
External funding will never save all the species that are at risk. Responsible stewardship by
private citizens is key to the survival of the unique Sydenham River watershed.
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Carolinian Canada 20th Anniversary Conference
Port Franks, Ontario, October 1-2, 2004

Aquatic Species and Ecosystem Recovery

Thames River Recovery Initiative
Ingrid Taylor
Upper Thames River Conservation Authority
The Thames river watershed is the second largest watershed in southwestern Ontario, draining 5,
285 square kilometers of land. It consists of a distinctly upper and lower portion distinguishable
just south of the City of London. The upper headwaters flow through ancient glacial spillways
while the lower portion or main channel flows through flat plains of clay and sand and then
drains into Lake St.Clair. The major urban centres include London, Chatham, Woodstock, and
Stratford. There are four First Nations in the lower Thames including Moravian Delaware
Nation, Chippewa of the Thames, Munsee-Delaware Nation, and Oneida Nation of the Thames.
Over 90% of the Thames watershed lies within the Carolinian Life Zone. As a result, the Thames
River watershed contains one of the countries most diverse communities of aquatic species and
hosts 15% of all listed species at risk in Canada. However, the Thames is also situated in a
highly developed urban and rural sector of southern Ontario. The total population of the Thames
is about ½ million. It was recently designated a Canadian Heritage River based on its rich
cultural heritage and diverse recreational opportunities. These cultural and recreational uses
must be balanced with the natural heritage needs and must be considered in recovery efforts.
The Thames watershed has a much larger component of urban land use than both the Sydenham
and Ausable as well. The upper watershed is 78% agricultural, 9% urban and only 12% wooded,
the lower Thames is less urbanized and higher agricultural influence with only 4.5% wooded
land use.
The Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) has identified 25
species found in the Thames River as being at risk. This includes 11 species of fish representing
25% of federally listed fish species at risk; 7 species of mussels – a total of 32 species are native
to the Thames; and 6 aquatic reptiles. Six of these are considered possibly extirpated from the
Thames.
The fishes include: Gravel Chub – Extirpated; Northern Madtom – Endangered; Black Redhorse
– Threatened; Eastern Sand Darter – Threatened; Bigmouth Buffalo - Special Concern;
Greenside Darter - Special Concern; Pugnose Minnow - Special Concern; Silver Shiner Special Concern; Northern Brook Lamprey - Special Concern; Spotted Sucker – Special
Concern; River Redhorse - Special Concern; and Lake Chubsucker. The mussels include:
Wavy-rayed Lampmussel – Endangered; Rayed Bean – Endangered; Mudpuppy Mussel –
Endangered; Snuffbox – Endangered; Kidneyshell – Endangered; Round Hickorynut –
Endangered; and Round Pigtoe – Endangered. The Aquatic reptiles include: Spotted Turtle –
Endangered; Eastern Spiny Softshell Turtle – Threatened; Queen Snake – Threatened; Stinkpot
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Turtle – Threatened; Map Turtle - Special Concern; and Northern Ribbon Snake - Special
Concern
The threats to these aquatic species are common to other aquatic ecosystems and the aquatic
species within them. These threats include: siltation, nutrient loadings, toxic loadings,
impoundments (dams, weirs), altered water flows, introduced species (e.g. zebra mussels),
disturbance, and habitat loss and alteration.
There are several key partners developing the Recovery Plan for Aquatic Species at Risk in the
Thames River including: Chippewa of the Thames First Nation, Delaware Nation, Environment
Canada, Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Lower Thames Valley Conservation Authority, MunseeDelaware First Nation, Oneida Nation of the Thames, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources,
University of Western Ontario, and the Upper Thames River Conservation Authority. These
partners came together in 2002 to develop the Recovery Plan.
The goal of the draft Recovery Plan is to stabilize and improve species at risk populations in the
Thames river aquatic ecosystem and to reduce or eliminate the threats to these species and their
habitats using an ecosystem approach. The ecosystem approach of this recovery strategy designs
actions for the overall improvement of aquatic ecosystem health. These actions are aimed at
alleviating many of the common threats for the benefit of all aquatic species at risk. The
ecosystem approach also allows for more efficient use of resources; streamlines the public
consultation process; and benefits non-at-risk aquatic species in the hopes of preventing future
listing
The Thames River Aquatic Ecosystem Recovery Strategy is intended to guide activities within
the Thames watershed in order to alleviate these identified threats as they pertain to species at
risk. Approaches to guide recovery actions were identified as falling into four major categories:
research and monitoring; habitat improvements; habitat protection and communication and
education. Recovery Actions have been underway some specifically initiated for species at risk
recovery and others piggy backing with other ongoing initiatives aimed at improving aquatic
ecosystem health.
Research and monitoring includes such activities as identifying distribution of species;
monitoring for changes in species populations; filling knowledge gaps; and monitoring invasive
species. Softshell research has been ongoing in the Thames watershed since 1994. Since 2002 it
has included mark-recapture studies. Within the last three years a total of 90 softshells have
been PIT tagged. This mark-recapture study will further knowledge of growth, longevity,
movement, habitat use and reproductive cycles. A mark-recapture and micro-habitat
investigation program also exists for the queen snake. A queen snake hibernaculum was found
along the Thames and is the first ever being studied in Canada. Further research in the Fall 2004
will look at communal gathering prior to hibernation and reproductive success (through neonate
surveys). Mussel research and monitoring has been limited in the Thames. This past summer a
research crew conducted new survey work finding the rayed bean mussel previously presumed
extirpated from the Thames. Fish research in the Thames has been a shared between DFO and
UTRCA. UTRCA has added SAR monitoring into its regular fish and benthic monitoring
programs in the upper portion and wadeable sections of the lower Thames. DFO has conducted
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monitoring in the non-wadeable portion of the lower Thames. DFO is also leading a markrecapture pilot project involving eastern sand darter in the lower Thames between London and
Chatham. They are aiming to get estimates of abundance and mortality of eastern sand darter.
Habitat protection / management includes activities such as legal protection; nest site protection
& maintenance; habitat enhancements; erosion and sediment control works; and dam operations.
For example, there has been success in protecting turtle nest sites from raccoon predation. In
2002, out of 190 nests 149 were predated, 41 were caged for protection but were then flooded
out by a dam release. If not for intervention, likely all would have been all lost. This past
summer (2004), 29 nests were protected. Of these, 5 were stolen from research sites containing
80 to 100 eggs in total. It is assumed these were likely stolen for the pet trade.
Habitat improvements or stewardship initiatives which are aimed at improving overall water
quality and aquatic species at risk habitat have been successful since species at risk recovery
work has been able to partner with other initiatives that are part of ongoing activities at the
Conservation Authorities. These include supporting agricultural stewardship through BMP
incentives (stream buffers, livestock exclusion fencing); community forestry programs which
work with school groups to plant trees along both urban and rural riparian zones; instigating
barrier removal work; and coordinating the Thames River Clean-up that has grown to
include1500 volunteers.
Communication has been one of the strengths of the Thames Recovery efforts. A logo was
established at the very beginning to identify the initiative and included in all communications
and distributed in the form of stickers and magnets. Communication materials were developed
including a SAR poster, and several reptile fact sheets with a report your sittings theme (resulted
in 35 reported sittings in 2002-03). Displays and materials fashioned at community events.
Information on species at risk was included as part of visitors guide to 3 campgrounds. A public
service announcement was conducted as part of joint initiative with Sydenham and Ausable
recovery plans. Species at Risk Activity Days have been conducted as part of outdoor education
in 2002-03 and education packages were distributed to 700 grade 4 teachers to fit in with
curriculum modules.
The continued success of Thames species at risk recovery efforts into the future lies in the
incorporation of the species at risk initiative with existing and ongoing watershed programs
aimed at the common goal of improving water quality and ecosystem health over the long term.

For more information please visit the website: www.thamesriver.on.ca
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Carolinian Canada 20th Anniversary Conference
Port Franks, Ontario, October 1-2, 2004

Environmental Stewardship in Agriculture

Promoting Tallgrass Prairies
Larry McGill
Rural Lambton Stewardship Program
I should explain to you how I first became interested in the tallgrass prairie ecological system. In
1997 the Innovative Farmers of Ontario had Dwayne Beck give a presentation on no–till
management at their annual conference. Dwayne farms and manages Dakota Lakes Research
Farm at Pierre South Dakota. A lot of his work focuses on crop production that uses the
ecological system of the tallgrass prairie as a model. You have probably seen part of Dwayne
Becks research farm as it appears in the background of the 1990 feature film “Dances with
Wolves” starring Kevin Costner.
My interest was further stimulated by the management changes we saw being made at the Pinery
Provincial Park where our family frequently camps. My wife Barb an avid gardener was quite
agreeable when I suggested we visit the Ojibway Nature Reserve in Windsor, Ontario. It was on
these field trips that I realized I had seen some of these plants before around our farms; I just
didn’t know what they were!
This interest became more than passive when my brother purchased an adjacent farm just north
of Glencoe that is bisected by the CP rail line. About 60% of this farm is soil that was formed by
a glacial beach; quite sandy and higher in elevation. It is identified on the rail line by two
Geological Survey of Canada markers. It is in fact the highest point in Southwest Middlesex,
waters flowing south to the Thames and west to the Sydenham. At he highest point the rail line
is actually lower than the surrounding land.
It is on this farm that we identified more than two dozen tallgrass prairie species in a small
location on the southern corner of the farm. My brother agreed to let my family use this site as a
“recreational area”. The first year we tided up by removing a small amount of rubbish that had
accumulated in the bottom of the old gravel pit. Cans, bottles, plastic, tyres and general scrap
were removed. Our sons Ian and Andrew constructed a groomed trail around and through the
site that they continue to use for their fun karts. They entered this location in the 2002 Rural
Expo Beautification Competition “Most Attractive Project Undertaken by Youth” class, prepared
a project booklet “Pusty’s Meadow” documenting the uniqueness of the site and were successful
in being awarded first prize.
In June of 2002 my wife and I planted a Tallgrass Prairie Garden at the site of the Rural Expo
2002 with plugs we obtained from Mathis Natvik Orford Ridges Native Plants. All the plants
from this garden (13 species) were relocated on November 4th 2002 from the Rural Expo site to
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the Pusty Meadow location. We now have upwards of 40 tallgrass plant species at the site and
have done partial controlled burns in the year 2002 and 2003.
At this point in time I would like to survey the audience to see whom I am talking to:
•
Primary producers (the 20% that produce 80%)
•
Other landowners
•
Researchers, resource managers, delivery personnel.
Promoting to primary producers.
Primary producers have the most to gain by having select locations on their farms retired or
returned to tallgrass prairie plants. While economic and environmental factors are important the
best reason is the public relations effect. Public relations is something that primary producers
would like someone else to do for them, therefore it never gets done.
How would you like to be able to say this!
“We produce healthy food on our farm using a management system based on the tallgrass
prairie.”
- Better than “We grow Roundup Ready soybeans and Bt corn”.
“We use nature as a model”
-Better than “We let a multi national petrochemical paid agronomist made all our decisions.”
“Our farm is farm is profitable enough to allow us to return land to its native plants.”
-Better than “We need every acre we can to stay profitable.”
“We add new crops to our diverse production system.”
- Better than “We growing the same crops we grew 25 years ago.”
While the public relations effect is the most important reason there is to retire some land into
tallgrass it just will not happen; primary producers have to look at things from an economic point
of view because our cheap food policy forces them to.
“Using high technology and a dull lead pencil”
The big problem of getting primary producers to get into tallgrass is just selling them on the idea.
One of the best ways is to use simple economic justification. We all know that plenty of
Ontario’s land should never have been cleared, ploughed and put into production. Also many
fields have unproductive locations caused by inversion tillage over many years. Until very
recently agricultural producers were unable to pinpoint these areas. We now can!
In 1994 Middlesex Soil and Crop Improvement Association started a “Site Specific Users
Group” to evaluate combine yield monitors logging yield to location using Global Positioning
Systems. The main idea was that the learning curve would be easier for a group than an
individual. The first year 10 combines were retrofitted and a computer, printer and software
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were purchased. The second year thirty units were purchased and the fun began. It was pretty
tough sledding the first couple of seasons, lots of mistakes were made but everyone learned
something. Today ten years later almost all new combines come with yield monitors and GPS
receivers installed in the factory.
So what! Now we can start to use the data collected over the past ten years to make some longterm plans. Most producers have been keen to point out data that confirms what they think they
know. Variety selection, what poor drainage costs, what a weed patch costs, what deer damage
costs next to the bush etc, etc. Few have looked at long-term data.
Here is an interesting question we can now ask and get a factual answer. Given a corn, soybean,
wheat rotation repeated three times over the past nine or ten years what locations on my farm do
not pay off in the long run? A tougher question also appears. What location(s) are actual costing
me money to farm? Think about it! Three corn crops, three bean crops and three wheat crops
over different weather conditions. Total cash costs in plus machinery costs in subtract total gross
returns (yield x $/bushel) = profit or loss?
All this exercise does is identify production areas that simply suck up cash and time and do not
pay off in the long run. In ten years they have lost money five or six times, broke even three or
four times and even in the best year when the entire field almost went 200 bushels per acre they
simply could not return enough to compensate for poor years. Ninety percent of the time these
locations are knolls that after may years of mould board ploughing, inversion tillage and
subsequent Tillage Erosion (+100 metric tonnes of soil per acre per year removed.) have
effectively removed the topsoil from the knoll.
In fact I am convinced that locations exist that could simply justify the expense of plug planting
the entire area into tallgrass species!
The real work - coming up with a game plan!
So you have identified the location; how do you turn it into a prairie site? In my mind the critical
points are:
•
•
•
•

Layout
Species selection
Effective planting
Long term maintenance

Layout
Effective layout is critical for your primary producer to stay on board. It is easy, they are already
sold on the idea because they use a version of it now. We are going to lay the site out based on
your primary producers machinery size.
Keyword - “Machine Widths”
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•
•
•

6 row 30 inch planter 15 feet, spray 3 widths, 45 feet.
8 row 30 inch planter 20 feet, spray 3 widths, 60 feet.
12 row 30 inch planter 30 feet, spray 3 widths, 90 feet.

Lay the site out based on the producers existing machine width. The larger the grid the better. It
may be wise to use future machine widths of 90 or 120 feet.
For the no-tiller this is very easy, they do it now with grass waterways. Just shut off the sprayer
(using low drift nozzles of course), raise the planter, lift the combine head and drive right across
the site. Flip the spray boom on, lower the planter, and drop the combine head. Drive on!
Personally I do not think you can harm tallgrass prairie plants by simply driving over them.
These plants are tough and have hearty root systems. Another plus is that most primary
producers have already invested in big high floatation, low pressure tyres that operate in the 6 to
9 pound per square inch range. This usually results in a soil load of 8 to 12 inches psi.
Species Selection.
Again let your producer take the lead. If it is their plan the odds of success are much higher. A
field trip is mandatory. Get the family involved. A Sunday afternoon walk down the CSX rail
line in Dutton. Perhaps a day trip to the Ojibway Nature Reserve. Get out of the pickup and see
what is growing on the line fence, ditchbank or edge of the bush. Consult the county plant list.
Visit another producer that is a little further ahead.
Listen to your producers concerns! “What if they spread and become the next new weed from
hell?” Explaining that they are not really new plants at all, but in fact the reintroduction of old
plants that were almost wiped out by the plough will help a lot. In fact the introduction of John
Deere’s high-speed steel moldboard plough resulted in the removal of almost 99.9% of the once
existing tall and shortgrass prairie.
Some of the plants I don’t want to deal with in my mostly no-till situation.
•
•
•

Switch grass (Dwayne warned me!)
Tick trefoil (too hard to remove from socks.)
Compass plant (seed wing drift.)

Big blue or turkey foot is an excellent grass selection. Some plant biologists will admit to not
ever having seen a seedling (a plant that started from a seed only) in a mature prairie site.
Effective Planting
In m mind this has to be the biggest concern. Effective 6 they have to live. Plugs are expensive
and time consuming to plant. Seed is difficult to acquire and can be contaminated with off-type
plants. It is also quite often mixed species and size.
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The best place to start would be anywhere in a no-till situation. After corn, soybeans or wheat I
have no preference. Undisturbed no-till soil is the best; just do a burn down (I use glyphosate)
and plant.
Plug planting has been good to me; I have always had good results. All you need is a sharp
shovel and a strong back. Mulching with clean (weed free) straw is good; it preserves moisture
and helps down weeds seed that drifts in.
Relocating mature plants is a royal pain. I have done it twice. Plants are way too big and the
work is backbreaking slow. Barb and I did one bulldozer run and we called it a success because
the plants we saved were simply unavailable anywhere else. Moving the Tallgrass Prairie
Garden from the site of the Rural Expo took me five pickup truck loads and a day and a half. I
will only move mature plants if they are free, close and threatened.
Seed is your best bet for big locations. Most no-tillers have experience frost seeding oats and/or
alfalfa in March or April and this is no different. Seed size is critical; small seed in the legume
or grass seeder and large seed in the drill with the seed cup as close to the fluted seed meter as
possible. Bag up everything in small seed lots in paper bags and hand feed the drill as you go.
Varying the species on the go has two effects. One seed bridging or plugging is minimized and
two, you end up with general patches of the same plant species with a slight mixing as you go. If
you are having trouble with light seed plugging or flowing mix in some mini MAP. (Small
particle mono-ammonium phosphate.)
Weird idea that just might work!
Back to our original layout site. I have always wanted to try this to see if it could reduce
establishment costs. Lets plug plant about 20% of the top end of the site and let it mature for
about three years. Keep it real clean, do maintenance, hand weed, spot spray or use a weed
wiper.
At the end of soybean harvest or maybe switching from Roundup Ready soybeans to Identity
Preserved soybeans you have to vacuum out the combine anyway. At this time of year most of
the tallgrass plants will be mature with seed heads fairly dry. Go to the top of the plug planted
area and combine through the site and out onto the previously harvested soybean stubble. Let
the combine straw chopper and chaff spreader move the seed out onto the area to be seeded.
Make successive passes parallel to the main one leaving areas not harvested in the plug site.
Vacuum out the combine as you had already planned. You will have a fair bit of free seed, let it
dry down and save it for next spring. Let nature take its path in the winter and spring. Go back
to the site and scout for success in March, April and May. If you are lucky flag out the site as I
discussed I the layout section.
Long term Maintenance
The up front work is the hardest. Keep out the invasives that try to drift in like unwanted riff
raff. My pet peeves are Queen Anne’s lace (wild carrot), ox-eye daisy and blueweed.
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In a strict three-year rotation a burn is very controllable when the main part of the field is planted
to winter wheat. Do your burn in March, April or May. If you go early the crown of the wheat
plant is protected, later burns will scorch the wheat up a bit on the perimeter but the rest of the
field will be lush and green and there will be no risk of a blazing runaway. NEVER attempt a
burn when the main field is in corn stalks or mature wheat!
Connecting with Primary Producers
I have been to enough meetings to know that a big gap can exist between primary producers and
urban people in general. Here are a few tips to help bridge the gap.
•
•
•
•

Take it easy; primary producers are just like you only luckier; they get to work with nature
big time.
Learn the lingo; pick up the meaning of the words and terminology.
Ride in the cab; most of them have buddy seats now anyway. You will be absolutely
amazed at what you can learn in one round in a combine equipped with a yield monitor.
Know the value of a farmer’s time. Please do not hold meetings when there is no way
your target audience can attend.

What a missed day costs.
Missed days are not made up the next day. Tomorrow is already booked. The missed day is
made up at the end of the season. It is real easy to figure out the value of a missed day. Lets do
a bit of math and use today’s date of October 2nd as an example. I usually have about ten days
from the time soybeans start to be harvested to plant winter wheat. Only half are available due to
the weather. Wheat yields drop off drastically from ideal to poor because of planting date.
Wheat planted today has a yield potential of 100 bushels per acre; my first field last year did.
The wheat I planted at the end of the year went about 60 bushels per acre. Cost of lost yield
potential, 40 bushels per acre times the price of wheat in $ per bushel, let use $4.00 per bushel,
that $160.00 per acre times the number of acres I can plant in a day. This is usually equal to the
number of acres of soybeans I can combine in a day, about 50 acres. That makes the missed day
worth about $8000 dollars. Not bad for a days work. That’s why it’s called production
agriculture. This number can be higher. A few years back just before a big storm front ended
the wheat season my brother planted right up to where I had stopped combining soybeans, 127
acre on day record for us. The value of heat day? A little bit more than $20,000 dollars.
Not knowing the value of a missed day can waste a lot of your time!

Species List at Pusty’ Meadow
Common Name

Latin Name

Flower Colour

New England Aster
Staghorn Sumac

Aster novae-angliae
Rhus typhina

Blue / purple
Red fruit
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Yarrow
Hemp Dogbane
Wild Strawberry
Dog-tooth Violet
Canada Goldenrod
Wild Lettuce
Ground Cherry
Sulphur Cinquefoil
Swamp Milkweed
Michigan Lily
Common Milkweed
Pasture Rose
Meadow Violet
Big Bluestem
Purple Coneflower
Narrow-leaved Plantain
Eastern Bracken
Black Oak

Achillea millefolium
Apocynum cannabinum
Fragaria virginiana
Erythronium mesochoreum
Solidago canadensis
Lactuca canadensis
Potentilla recta
Asclepias incarnata
Lilium michiganense
Asclepia syriaca
Rosa carolina
Viola papilionacea
Andropogon gerardii
Echinacea purpurea
Plantago lanceolata
Pteridium aquilinum
Quercus velutina

White
White
White
Light yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Pink
Orange
Pink
Light Pink
Light Purple
Bronze
Purple

Rural Expo 2002 - Tallgrass Prairie Garden
Common name

Latin name

Height

Flower color

Soil preference

Spotted Joe Pye Weed

Eupatorium maculatum

5 ft.

Pink

moist

Lance-leaved Coreopsis

Coreopsis lanceolata

2 ft.

Yellow

dry

Wild Bergamont

Monarda fistulosa

2 ft.

Purple

dry

Sneezeweed

Helenium autumnale

3 ft.

Yellow

wet

Grey-headed cone flower

Ratibida pinnata

3 to 5 ft.

Yellow, grey center

med-moist

Tall Coreopsis

Coreopsis tripteris

6 ft. +

Yellow

med-moist

Swamp milkweed

Asclepias incarnata

3 ft.

Pink

med-moist

Tall sunflower

Helianthus giganteus

6 ft. +

Yellow

medium

Virginia mountain mint

Pycnantheum virginianum

1 to 3 ft.

White

Green-headed cone flower

Rudbeckia laciniosa

5 ft. +

Yellow, green center

med-moist

Switch grass

Panicum virgatum

5 to 7 ft.

Purple, tan

S,L,C.

Big bluestem

Andropogen gerardii

2 to 5 ft.

Bronze

S,L,C.

Canada wild rye

Elymus canadensis

3 to 4 ft.

Light green

S,L,C.
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Carolinian Canada 20th Anniversary Conference
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From The Ground Up

Can Species at Risk Coexist With Agriculture?
Heather Gale
Agri-Food Canada
This presentation is to give an overview of the SAR found in Saskatchewan. Most of the
information contained in this presentation can be found on Environment Canada’s GreenLane at
www.ec.gc.ca .
There are now 415 species in various risk categories on the list, including 141 that are
Endangered, 99 that are threatened, and 142 species of Special concern. In addition, 21 species
are Extirpated (no longer found in Canada), and 12 Extinct. Today I will give some information
on SAR found in Saskatchewan.
The PFRA Headquarters is located in Regina. One of PFRA’s programs is the Community
Pasture Program where there are over 929,000 ha on 87 Community Pastures. These pastures
contain120,000 Cows - 95,000 Calves, 3,300 Horses and Colts (PMU) and 3,500 Patrons. Along
with all of this agriculture these pastures are predominately native containing large contiguous
and unfragmented blocks of native wildlife.
There is Approximately 60 dugouts and dams plus Battle Creek that provide suitable habitat for
these species at risk. However, through habitat loss and fragmentation all of the Species at Risk
are in greater danger. To prevent this problem from continuing, water holes are developed
throughout the fields so that it is 1 ½ miles or less that a cow must walk to get a drink from any
point in the field.
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Keeping it Wild

Keeping it Wild in Our Backyard
Larry Cornelis
Lambton Wildlife Incorporated

Local, hands on initiatives are essential to a successful conservation movement. The local “Little
Picture” initiative is just as important as the “Big Picture” where every little bit helps be it in
your backyard, a few acres or entire regions.
When dealing with local backyard stewardship programs, multi-organization initiatives seem to
be the most effective. By having multi-organizations over seeing the success of a project the
communication barriers will remain down and long term monitoring will be achievable. Both
communication and monitoring are found to be essential for a successful project, no matter the
size. There is no “I” in local community conservation efforts. If you are planning to develop a
home conservation project in your backyard there are numerous organizations, some
government, some not that can help you develop a plan that best suits the area.
The efforts children can provide for the development of a local initiative are invaluable. It is
vital to get kids involved out in the field. Children are excited through “hands on” involvement
when they get involved. As a result they feel important because they’re doing real science and
can see the results. If children are included with any of the plans to conserve an area they will
have stakes in the success of their project for countless years to follow.
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Keeping it Wild
Wildlife Conservation in a Rural Island Community
THE UNITY-SEPARATION FACTOR:
How division stands in the way of vibrant, prosperous communities and the conservation of
our natural heritage
Ben Porchuk
Wilds of Pelee Island
About the Subtitle
When I say vibrant and prosperous I'm not talking about a place where people have a lot
of disposable income; I mean a place that people are positive, interested and involved in the full
gamut of community issues from environmental to social concerns.
The 'I's or Individuals and Groups of My Community
Now I firstly would like to tell you about the 'I's of my community. I'm talking about the
wild life forms, the reigning capitalists, the back-benching idealists, the resource managers
(outside groups but often come to the island to work), the tourists and the developers.
In the top right of this slide is a photograph of 15 or so humans from my community
riding a boat. Each year a trip such as this is organized and is open to all members of the
community usually through word of mouth of the organizer. The first 15 to sign up fill the
vacancies on the boat, regardless of your political persuasion, your friends, and your opinions on
any particular issue. In the photo we are riding a small boat confined together as though a little
island, 'rafting' as it were from our community to that on an American island to the south. I like
these trips and they often remind me of the trips to the mainland on the larger ferry system. What
intrigues me is that you are in confined space with people of many different views and opinions
on different community issues and this is quite different from other communities especially in
cities when it is easier to surround yourself with like minds.
The other photo illustrated on this slide is that of a Wolf Spider and her egg sac. She
looks like an orangutan and is often one of the many species that is not welcomed in the
community as it is squashed, sprayed and squealed upon sight by most. This individual is almost
as large as the palm of my hand and because of my particular fondness for wild living wonders;
she is secretly welcome in my house and a valued member of my community.
Separation Factor Mentality
I'd like to explain what I mean by the separation factor mentality. This mentality leads
some and arguably most of us at times to think in a certain way when we view other people,
other things to be separate from us. Some of the statements that we think or in some rare cases
actually say include;
- I am more educated than you
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- I have more experience than you
- I have authority over you
- I am right
- You are wrong
- I can beat you (better than you)
- It is black; it is white
- I AM SEPARATE FROM YOU
Unity Factor Mentality
This kind of thinking is rare. It happens when we drop the barriers and begin to
acknowledge that the variability in a species, the colours, the shapes, the sizes, the political
persuasions, and so on, are not causes for battle but all the more reason for the positive
acceptance of a challenge to compromise, and to ultimately work towards peace. Here's what you
think and might think when you accept this kind of mentality:
- it's admirable to achieve a formal education
- formal education isn’t a requirement
- everyone has different experiences
- authority includes interpretation and compassion
- no competition because there are no sides
- it is not black nor white
- is there a need to be right?
- is there a need to be wrong?
- there is a need to identify consensus based on
informed logic
- WE ARE THE SAME
Regardless of the likelihood of such a mentality being adopted amongst the population of
humans on the planet, if it was we would be in much better shape then the current ecological
disaster that we are experiencing right now. Why not state the obvious?
Issues in My Community
- Quarry expansion
- Shoreline cottage development
- More hunting opportunities
- More birding opportunities
- Sewage and grey water treatment
- Drinking water quality
- Golf course and marina developments
In thinking on these issues I'd like to illustrate unity and separation with myself and the
Mayor of Pelee Island.
Where do 'I' Stand? Where does the Mayor Stand?
In order to answer this question, I’m going to take look a little of the background of the
two humans under investigation. Who am I?
- man
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- raised on a farm
- works as a biologist who restores habitat
- works on community issues with a love for Pelee Is.
- passion for learning natural history
Who is the Mayor?
- man
- raised on a farm
- works as a telephone repair man
- moonlights as mayor with a love for Pelee Island
- gourmet cook - or so I've been told by his wife (not yet been invited for dinner)
The next series of slides will highlight five of the above listed community issues to see
where I stand in relation to the mayor on a horizontal scale with a vertical dividing axis in the
middle.
The first slide in this series entitled "Quarry Expansion". Quarries on Pelee Island have
served the human community well. As a result of the big limestone pits there is armourstone
protecting the lower areas of the shoreline preventing high waters from washing away buildings
and roads. The roads are sprinkled with gravel every so often for better driving surfaces. Many
beautiful houses and barns have been constructed with stone which lends beauty and permanence
to those lucky enough to dwell in such buildings.
The current quarry owners have been acquiring many properties, properly zoning, and
seeking licenses to expand the current operations of 15 or so acres to as much as possible within the limits of their 'holdings' as they are called. Their holdings include several hundred
acres (> 500) which include some habitats that are known alvar ecosystems sustaining many rare
plants and animals including the Blue Racer Snake, the Lake Erie Watersnake, Smallmouth
Salamander, Yellow-breasted Chat, Scarlet Ammania and many others.
So in the slide at the bottom right I have inset a photograph of habitat found on the quarry
property. It is a Cottonwood wetland where watersnakes are found and it's will quite possibly be
bulldozed and extracted. On the left is the current active pit that will likely envelope the habitat
on the right. Now looking at the linear ‘issue scale’ that I have created you see the extreme of
full quarry expansion on the far left (potentially encompassing 500 acres) and the extreme on the
right of this scale is no quarry expansion at all. My position is about a quarter from the right of
centre indicating that I'd like to see some development to help the local economy. In addition to
the local economy I'd like to see such an endeavor completed in the best possible manner with
respect to restoration potential and so on. In my opinion the mayor would be situated on the far
left of the scale indicating his support for a big quarry expansion, with the idea being that it
might last for 50 to 100 years and provide financial well being to the community. It is my
assumption that when the resource is depleted that the mayor assumes that there will be other
resources to exploit for future financial prosperity; or if not it doesn't matter because in 50 to 100
years most of us alive today will not be then and it will be up to the future to worry about those
problems.
The second slide in the series of issues features shoreline cottage development. The
majority of the shoreline is either with cottages or modified with armourstone protection.
Although the armourstone provides value for rare wildlife such as the Lake Erie Watersnake,
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natural undisturbed shoreline is very rare in Lake Erie with Pelee Island having some key
stretches. This habitat is dynamic and fluctuating lake levels cause periodic erosion and
disturbance but then also provide several years of new young growth during the low cycles. This
process provides edge habitats of varying stages of succession with many key microhabitats. It is
also favoured spots for people wishing to build summer homes.
On this issue I'm pretty far to the right of the dividing centre line, about half way from the
middle of the issue to the far right that is labeled 'No Development'. I've placed the mayor a
mirror opposite to me, roughly half way from the centre divider to the far left 'Lots of
development' extreme. I'm going on the assumption that he sees lots of cottage development as a
source of limited tax revenue for the municipality but more importantly short-term building
projects for our local trades people in need.
In general my thoughts are that a few areas of natural shoreline could be sacrificed to
provide summering grounds for cottages. To minimize the area and the impact I'd like to see it
concentrated with the dwellings slightly inland so that the beach area could be the commons for
those in the development. To me this idea makes sense especially in light of the future for the
island. If cottages are continually built along the shoreline with no thoughts for the future one
day this source of revenue for the municipality will plateau, leaving debatable benefit/costs of
tax revenues and associated infrastructure expenses for the people needing the services. The
shoreline would become saturated with dwellings. Little habitat will remain. Why not preserve a
lot of this habitat and concentrate people in areas still providing prime beach access and offer the
rare species and those who want to appreciate them? There is a key problem that I and most
likely the mayor agree upon. Current restrictions because of endangered species habitat that
limit development of shoreline lots are unfair to be shouldered by the individual owners. If
Canadians and the elected governments value rare species as indicated by most polls, then
compensation must be paid in these cases. But of course that’s another story.
The next slide shows the mayor in a similar location to the last, but a little closer to the
extreme of 'Lots of hunting opportunities.' I am again a mirror of his location on the scale,
roughly half way from the centre divider to the 'No more hunting opportunities.'
Pheasant and now turkey hunting brings a lot of people to the island. The hunters spend a
lot on licenses, accommodations, food and transportation. However, I'm largely not in favour of
expanding the hunts because it is starting to impact other outdoor activities like generally
enjoying nature and birding. However I think that better planning with the timing of the hunting
seasons could lead to more hunting opportunities thus leading to happier people across the entire
community.
Birding opportunities is the next measured scale. My assumption this time places the
mayor on the far right of the scale indicating that I think he would not be too likely to promote
birding any further. The logic is that birders are generally viewed as non-consumptive tourists
who like to view nature quietly. Many of them want to preserve habitats so that they can
continue to see the birds for 'free' with the binoculars and outdoor wear that are purchased in a
city. There are no licenses required, they don't often go to pubs and sometimes they even bring
their own food from home to enjoy as quiet picnics or snacks along the trail in search of what
many hunters call 'dickie birds'.
Given what you know of me you aren't surprised to see me a way over on the left of the
scale strongly endorsing 'Many more birding opportunities.' I see birding as non-consumptive
indeed, but I do see a lot of revenue generated in transportation, accommodations and yes some
times restaurant meals. I also see birding and other forms of non-consumptive wildlife
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experiences as a way to add another value to natural habitat. As we all know, natural habitat
provide so many services that we take for granted - services that help maintain our atmosphere
and its resources, including clean air, water and vigorous soils.
The same arguments stand true for 'Endangered species conservation and habitat
preservation', which is the next scale of extremes that I've measured up with the mayor. The
central divider in this scale pits 'Protecting all remaining natural areas - species need help' on the
left against ‘Enough nature protected now - species OK'. This is the scale where the mayor and I
are most diametrically opposed and I don't have to tell you by this point where each of our 'I's are
located here. I can envision an island community going from 9% nature reserves to 25% with
only benefits to the local community. The mayor would see such a scenario as a threat, a new
restriction and almost as a final nail in the coffin of the island's economic prosperity. This is a
fundamental difference between us that is the undercurrent of why we do not communicate any
further.
That’s it for the issues, but let’s takes a look at the scales upon which I have placed the
mayor and me. I've kept asking 'Where do I Stand?' Well remove the centre dividing 'I' from the
horizontal line. All that you see is a horizontal line with no divisions, no sides and the barrier of
separation drops out.
Now when you look at the issues on the scale but with no divider you can clearly see that
movement from the extremes is much more possible because you don’t see any restrictive
barriers. Here I’m showing the scales with the issues and arrows representing free flowing
movement on where you stand in the beginning before communication with those of different
points of view. It’s really a simple illustration but it says a lot. The way we label groups as
environmentalists, developers, and so on automatically gives reason for separation and thus
makes communication difficult. Since my community is an island it’s clear to see how
resolutions of issues are affected by the separation mentality. Please take this point home from
my talk. If you’re guilty of separation mentality thinking in any degree try a little exercise;
change your thoughts on the way you categorize individual people and specific groups. Drop the
barriers and labels. There is common ground between any two humans whether you’re riding a
small boat together, stuck in traffic jam on the 401, or breathing the same smoggy air in the city
of London. I’ve attempted this thinking in my community for example by approaching and
communicating with the owners of the quarry to find common ground. We’ve found some hope,
although it’s not easy and it can make you feel vulnerable. For me an even harder challenge is to
open up communications once again with the mayor. I’m going to attempt that once again and
might even send him a transcript of this lecture.
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